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Abstract
Biological tissue, like internal organs, brain, or skin, are soft solids that may be exposed
to injury inducing mechanisms at a range of rates, resulting in damage. Sport injuries, car
crashes, traumatic brain injury, and ballistic impacts can produce strain rates from 10−105
1/s. The parameters governing failure in these soft solids (moduli < 1 MPa) are challenging
to quantify, requiring modifications or defying the use of traditional characterization tech-
niques. Driving bubble/droplet growth or contraction provides a way to characterize these
materials while avoiding some limitations of traditional techniques. Large deformations in
these spherical geometries induce localized deformations at the surface of the cavity. In this
thesis, I leverage these localized deformations, cracks during expansion and creases during
contractions, to investigate fracture energy and strain stiffening, respectively.
A Small-scale Ballistic Cavitation device uses a high-pressure air reservoir to generate
spherical deformation at high rates within soft solids. Air accelerates through a needle,
reaching the speed of sound at the tip before delivery to the sample. The energy density
of the air pulse matches that of bullets, producing small, ballistic-like cavitations. Inde-
pendent control of pressure, needle diameter, and valve cycle time provides flexibility in
experimental control variables not available in other ultrasoft solid cavitation techniques.
Using these needle-mediated, high rate spherical expansions, I investigate the parame-
ters governing fracture initiation in soft solids by adapting a theory of fracture traditionally
used in dynamic failure in hard materials. I present results from cavity expansions in sili-
cone and gelatin samples. Increasing the rate of expansion increases the number of cracks
initiated in the cavity surface, leading to multi-lobed cracks, as opposed to the penny-shaped
cracks present in quasi-static cavitations. The elastic wave speed-dependent fracture corre-
ii
lation model I adapt suggests that counting the number of cracks provides a measure of the
soft solid’s fracture energy. Additionally, I include the implications of this model for ana-
lytical calculations in very tough, nonlinear materials. Finally, I demonstrate the multiple
fracture phenomenon in ballistic impacts and present a method for analyzing damage that
draws upon the understanding gained in from the bench-scale cavity expansions.
In the last chapter, I report on crease morphology and evolution at the surface of con-
tracting cavities embedded within elastomeric solids of varying degrees of crosslinking. Cav-
ity contraction is achieved through evaporation of an embedded water droplet. In validation
of theoretical predictions, strain-stiffening is found to govern both crease onset and crease
density. Neo-Hookean solids are found to prefer initiating creasing with many short creases
that join to form a collapsed state with only a few creases, whereas creasing in Gent solids
initiates with a few creases that propagate across the cavity surface.
iii
To my family.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Despite their importance and prevalence in biology, the properties of soft solids have proven
particularly challenging to measure. In particular, materials like elastomers, polymers, and
gels - typically with an elastic modulus < 1 MPa - often exhibit rate dependent behavior and
a non-linear constitutive response that accompanies finite deformations. Their mechanical
behavior shares characteristics of both hard materials and fluids; as a result, characterizing
soft solid mechanical behavior using traditional experimental techniques poses several com-
plications. These challenges arise from several features inherent to soft solids, including low
stiffness, stickiness, and fragility, all of which combine to make manipulation of soft-solids
into a testing apparatus difficult and can lead to premature failure during testing procedures
typical of hard materials.
Successful experimentation on soft solids has required both reframing traditional char-
acterization techniques and developing novel methods. Bubble-induced deformation is one
approach that has been utilized to probe criticalities within fluids. When bubbles can be
formed inside soft-solids, many of the challenges due to handling and manipulating the
materials go away, and one only needs a reliable method of bubble generation. Bubbles
generate a three-dimensional surface as opposed to typical planar test geometries, but since
expansion is pressure driven, radial symmetry is maintained for small bubble deformations,
simplifying analysis. At larger bubble expansions or contractions, localized deformations
emerge at the surface of the spherical cavity where stretch in the soft solid is highest. These
events occur when criticalities are attained and the homogeneity of the spherical surface is
disrupted at isolated points. During expansions, such localized events equate to crack for-
mation, while during contractions, creases form. This work exploits fluid driving forces to
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generate spherical deformation for mechanical property characterization using both types
of bubble-driven deformation. Using a fluid driving force allows both rate and degree of de-
formation to be tuned to explore mechanical properties that are time or stretch dependent
and difficult or impossible to measure with any other method.
Recently, new spherical deformation techniques have been proven experimentally useful
in characterizing the mechanical properties of soft solids, beginning with quasi-static rates
and progressing toward dynamic rates. Cavitation Rheology (CR) is a quasi-static, fluid-
transfer method that generates unstable cavity expansion at a needle tip via an applied fluid
pressure.1–3 Mechanical properties, such as modulus or critical strain energy release rate,
are measured by relating the critical pressure required to initiate cavitation/fracture. Build-
ing on this phenomenon, recent work has stressed the balance of elastic and fracture prop-
erties of the material during deformation and shown that fractures can appear at smaller
strains than anticipated.4–8 The geometry and size of defects as well as the nonlinear elastic
stiffening response also have an influence on the development of damage and progression
of damage.5–8
Dynamic methods of cavitation use laser pulsing9 or ultrasound bursts.10 The laser
pulsing technique, known as Inertial Microcavitation Rheology (IMR), focuses on time-
dependent viscoelastic material characterization, while researchers applying the ultrasound
technique verify the criteria for damage onset due to material fatigue. The IMR technique
primarily focuses on bubble oscillation and recovery for fitting viscoelastic properties, but
by just examining oscillations after maximum strain has occurred it does not address the
fracture properties of the material that determine cavity creation. The ultrasound technique
cycles loading hundreds of times to induce failure and has no systematic control on the
initial geometry and size of defects which, as indicated above, has an influence on the de-
velopment of fracture. By developing a controllable and reliable technique that drives a
single high-rate spherical expansion while also observing the expanding deformation, the
properties of fracture critical in soft-solids can be examined for predicting terminal ballistic
outcomes.
In classic penetration mechanics, a phenomenon also known as cavitation occurs when
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an impacting projectile forms a hole in a target larger than projectile. In terminal ballistics
the penetration and failure mechanisms of projectile (metal) and target (metal, ceramic)
interactions have been extensively studied,11–17 but this continued to prove difficult for
penetration of soft solids. Cavitation in penetration mechanics was first studied around
WWII11 when a quasi-static model was developed to predict the pressure required to en-
large a spherical or cylindrical hole.13 Building off of cavity expansion studies,12 the theory
progressed to explanations of dynamic penetrations.14–16,18,19 Dynamic penetration theory
was then extended to hard projectile impacts in soft targets which exhibit similar cavitation
phenomenon, but on a temporary time scale since they collapse.20–22 Characterization of
soft target cavitation, particularly the energy required to expand a cavity, lags behind hard
materials because modulus and fracture energy of soft materials during high rate loading
are largely unreported.22,23 Large apparent stretches are observed in the ‘temporary’ cavi-
ties that form in ballistic gelatins subject to projectile penetration, so fracture is expected
and radial cracks are often observed.24 Motivated by the observations of ballistic impacts
causing cavitation and fracturing phenomenon in soft solids via a radial expansion and pre-
vious needle-based testing techniques, I designed a high-rate, fluid-driven device to produce
similar phenomenon in soft solids at benchtop scales,25 described in Chapter 2. As I then
show in Chapter 3, the device allows for systematic investigation of fracture response of
soft-solids and elucidates the physics of crack formation.
1.1 Why do we need more high rate failure testing of soft
materials?
Biological tissue, like internal organs, brain, or skin, are typical soft solids that may be
exposed to a range of stimuli from injury inducing mechanisms at a range of rates and
magnitudes of damage. Sport injuries, car crashes, traumatic brain injury, and the ballistic
impacts discussed above can produce strain rates from 10−105 1/s with damage spread over
large areas or localized in small areas of the body. However, revamping traditional high-rate
techniques to be used on soft solids increases in complexity from the already challenging
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sample handling, large deformation, and signal-to-noise issues encountered when applying
quasi-static techniques to soft solids.
Dynamic experimentation techniques that have been applied to soft solids include many
borrowed from hard material studies, including the drop tower,26,27 Hopkinson bar,28–30
ballistic impacts,22,31,32 and plate impacts.33,34 These tests span the strain rates (101 to
105 1/s) relevant to tissue injury stimuli. Extracting moduli with these techniques requires
several modifications arising from lower stiffness and yield strength and higher strain-to-
failure than the hard materials for which the tests were designed.35,36 Investigation of non-
linear constitutive response has not yet been achieved with these types of methods since
they lack the ability to drive strain far enough while maintaining measurement resolution
and ability to detect nonlinearities along loading curves.33,34,37–39 Failure experimentation
on some soft solids utilizes the high-rate mechanisms discussed above; however, they are
not used on the softest materials (with modulus ≤ 100 kPa).40 Other traditional methods
of high rate experimentation, extensively used with hard materials, include ballistic impact,
explosives, or electromagnetic loading. Excluding ballistic impacts, these techniques have
not generally been applied to soft solids.
Using the device that I describe in Chapter 2 to generate high-rate spherical expansion
in soft solids,25 I observed damage around expanding cavities that manifests as multiple
radial cracks.41 This behavior is reminiscent of an existing high-rate experimental geometry
applied to hard materials that utilizes an expanding ring.42 The expanding ring experiment
induces radial loading with explosive or electromagnetic loading to cause dynamic defor-
mation and fracture in a one-dimensional radial geometry.43 Observations and explanations
of dynamic ring expansion began with Mott in 1947 who studied the fragmentation of ar-
tillery shells44 and developed fragment number predictions based on loading and material
properties. Mott assumed a statistical distribution of flaws for crack initiation and assumed
that stress wave propagation from fracture sites relieved stress in regions around cracked
areas. Furthering this fragmentation theory, Grady45,46 used energetic, Griffith-like fracture
considerations to predict fragment size. The fractured fragment area was determined by an
energetic minimum specific to the loading rate and material properties. Extrapolating from
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the ring geometry and adapting these principles to the geometry of a hole within a solid,
the same energetic considerations can be used to predict radial cracking from a high rate
impulse inside a hole. The size of the hole, loading rate, and properties of the material to
be fractured determine how many radial cracks form, which has value in guiding blasting
for rock excavation or oil recovery.47,48 In Chapter 3, I show that the multiple cracking phe-
nomenon generated by my device can be explained by adapting this fragmentation theory
for soft solids and that this technique could be used to extract quasi-static and high-rate
fracture energies in soft solids. In Chapter 4, I discuss the implications of nonlinear mate-
rial behavior on this theory, and then in Chapter 5, I show that ballistic impacts undergo a
similar fracture process when cavitation occurs and propose a method of accounting for the
damage.
1.2 Localizations during spherical contraction
Creasing is a type of localized deformation that occurs when a surface is compressed rather
than stretched. Creasing, like crack formation, is driven by an energetic comparison be-
tween a creased and an uncreased state of deformation.49 The crease forms during de-
formation when the energy in a system to crease is less than the energy to remain in a
homogenous state. In soft materials this point is strain dependent and determined by non-
linear material properties, like strain stiffening.50 Using the spherical geometry of a fluid
bubble to observe contractions maintains the same benefits of minimal sample manipula-
tion as already discussed. The cohesive strength and surface energy of the water enables
quasi-static contraction as the bubble evaporates through the solid elastomer. In Chapter 6,
I demonstrate the use of this deformation to characterize strain stiffening properties by ob-
serving creases during deformations in soft solids.51 This achieves indirect determination of
strain stiffening onset for the softest solids, which cannot be determined in bulk mechanical
testing.
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1.3 Research aims
This dissertation focuses on novel methods to induce and measure both spherical expansion
and contraction in soft solids, and the localized deformations generated by each. In the
second chapter, a device is developed to generate high-rate, spherical expansions. Moti-
vated by the earlier discussion, this device fills a need for a method to generate high-rate
expansions with control over deformation rate, deformation size, energy deposited, and
fixed initial geometry (needle). In Chapter 3, using the developed device and similar fluid
driven cavitation methods, high rate expansions are used to demonstrate differences in the
fracture response of soft solid tissue simulants at high versus quasi-static rates. This theory
allows for quantification of a soft solid’s fracture energy by examination of the fractured
surface. Implications of the results are extrapolated to other classes of materials in Chap-
ter 4, by providing for nonlinear and finite deformation implications of the fracture theory.
These fracture principles and findings from material characterization are then applied back
to ballistic impacts in Chapter 5, which indicates a nonlinear rate dependent response to
damage that was previously considered linear. In the final chapter, I establish creasing as a
mechanism to characterize strain stiffening using quasi-static contractions.
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Chapter 2
A device to fracture soft solids at
high speeds
2.1 Overview
We describe the development of a device capable of high-rate, fluid-driven (pneumatic),
spherical deformation to induce fracturing localized deformations. It fills a need for a
method to generate high-rate expansions with control over deformation rate, deformation
size, energy deposited, and fixed initial geometry (needle). The Small-scale Ballistic Cavita-
tion (SBC) device uses a high-pressure reservoir to generate cavities within ultrasoft solids
(moduli < 100 kPa) in bursts as short as 3.8 ms. Flow accelerates through a needle embed-
ded within a soft solid, reaching the speed of sound at the tip before delivery to the sample.
The energy density of the air pulse matches that of handgun projectiles, enabling ballistic-
like temporary cavities, but on a benchtop scale instead of requiring a shooting range. We
validate the device using mass transfer measurements and find good agreement without
the use of fit parameters between experiments and theory at the required operational pres-
sures ranging from ∼30 to 160 atm. Independent control of pressure, needle diameter, and
valve cycle time provides flexibility in experimental control variables (e.g., energy density,
rate) that is not present in other ultrasoft solid cavitation techniques. The application of
constant energy density with variable loading rate conditions demonstrates of the device’s
experimental flexibility and illustrates the importance of rate on fracture morphology in soft
solids.
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2.2 Introduction
The failure response of soft materials at high rates plays a critical role in the accumulation
and extent of tissue damage associated with traumatic brain injury,52–54 ultrasound-based
destructive techniques55,56, and ballistic trauma.21 These injuries typically occur at high
strain rates (102−104 1/s) that present a challenge to traditional testing setups developed
for hard materials,57,58 though recent work has developed modifications enabling limited
extension to soft solids.27,59–61 Furthermore, a nominally radial deformation state is com-
mon to all of the above injuries. Here we report on a new needle-mediated, high-rate,
cavity-generating device based on the quasi-static Cavitation Rheology (CR) method for
inducing cavity expansion at the tip of an embedded needle under an applied critical pres-
sure.1–3
Rather than quasi-statically increasing the pressure within the needle as in CR, we
rapidly discharge a high-pressure pulse of air in under 5 ms (Figure 2.1b). Controlling
pressure and needle geometry, we achieve ballistically-relevant input energy densities (nor-
malized by probe-size) within a bench-top footprint. This Small-scale Ballistic Cavitation
(SBC) device will enable rapid characterization of the failure properties of tissues and tissue
phantoms.
Techniques currently utilized to characterize soft solids (primarily gels) under high-
rate, nominally “cavity-inducing” loading conditions include Inertial Microcavitation high
strain-rate Rheometry (IMR)9, ultrasound-induced cavitation10, and terminal ballistic test-
ing.31,62,63 We include the latter given the presence of a shock-load-induced “temporary
cavity” that results in large radial stretch upon ballistic impact. Of these techniques, only
IMR has the main focus of material characterization. Like IMR, our technique enables visu-
alization via site-specific, localized deformation as opposed to the diffuse damage incurred
at intrinsic flaws throughout the material during ultrasound-induced cavitation. Additional
flexibility in SBC loading conditions enables this technique to independently control input
energy density and probe or flaw size. SBC also accesses intermediate flaw sizes, crossing
over with IMR at the smaller lengths (∼100 µm) and approaching those used in ballistic
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Figure 2.1 Overview of SBC. (a) Using a reservoir pressure, P0, air pulses are delivered inside a soft
material through a needle via a high-speed valve. (b) A series of images illustrate cavity formation
following air pulse delivery using P0 = 10 MPa and 16 MPa (needle: 178 µm, pulse time: 5 ms,
material: Sylgard 184, 35:1 prepolymer:crosslinker). (c) After cavity inflation, the fractured surface is
analyzed via microCT, providing 3D reconstruction of the fracture surface (gray) and enabling
characterization of the maximum fractured cross section (black). Oriented cubes are provided for
perspective reference. The higher energy density-driven fracture produces a three-lobed
morphology, versus the penny-shaped morphology of the lower energy density test.
tests (∼10 mm).64,65 Finally, SBC maintains many of the strengths of the original CR tech-
nique: ease of sample prep for ultralow modulus materials (< 100 kPa), potential in vivo
and ex vivo application, needle-mediated control of the initial flaw size, and no requirement
that the material be hydrated. The combination of mesoscale size and ballistically-relevant
input energy densities makes SBC a promising technique for exploring damage induced
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under loading conditions similar to those encountered in traditional ballistic testing. The
advantages to this new technique are: the absence of projectile contact or complex projec-
tile dynamics contributions to material loading conditions; the small sample sizes needed,
even under the restriction of minimal boundary condition effects; and a small lab foot-
print, since no shooting range is required. Like projectile testing, the input energy density
and probe size (bullet/needle) can be independently tuned. Temporary cavity size, typi-
cally many times larger than the projectile size,66,67 scales monotonically with projectile
kinetic energy21. However, knowledge of the extent and morphology of fracture/damage
that occurs due to this temporary cavity formation is limited. For example, plastically de-
forming ballistic soaps21 that allow for post-mortem cavity measurement do not mimic the
tissue properties they are approximating. In more elastic ballistic gels, various post-mortem
crack length measurements have been used to characterize differences in projectile behav-
ior,32,62,68 but require numerous expensive tests to approach a quantity of data from which
material/projectile interaction may be generalized. Fast, inexpensive SBC will enable in situ
damage characterization of ballistic tissue simulants, which may lead to improved under-
standing of the relationship between the phantom material’s properties and damage from
high rate loading.
This article is organized as follows. We first outline the design constraints and the-
ory governing a pressure-reservoir-driven and needle-delivered air pulse. Next, a discus-
sion of device design choices illustrates the three primary experimental variables: reservoir
pressure, pulse time, and needle diameter. We then demonstrate the device’s agreement
with its behavioral model and end with demonstrations of how to construct energy density-
controlled experiments under varying needle size, time, and reservoir pressure conditions.
2.3 Design Constraints
Replicating ballistic temporary cavitation on a small scale requires rapid cavity formation
under the driving force of a known energy density while maintaining a small volume. In
ballistic testing, temporary cavities reach their maximum size in ∼5 ms63; this sets the
required time scale for device operation, ∆t. To keep samples small, we use cubes of less
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than 5 cm in size. A cavity of . 1/5th the sample size minimizes boundary effects. We
therefore limit the volume delivered to 5 mL at atmospheric pressure. Despite the low mass
transfer required by this constraint, the device reaches ballistically-relevant energy densities
using high velocity air.
The SBC device is designed to produce handgun-relevant energy densities (as deter-
mined from projectile initial conditions). We calculate typical energy densities ranging from
2.7 to 15 MJ/m2 (see SI). Normalization of the energy by projectile area produces a rela-
tion between the probe size and the generated cavity size that is consistent with previous
results.20,21 This relation allows for bench-top scaling. We estimate a lower bound for en-
ergy input using a transient energy balance around the air emerging from the needle tip
by assuming a hypothetical scenario in which the initial air mass is zero and the state of
the final air mass is determined by needle exit conditions. (h2 and T2 are the enthalpy and
temperature of air at the needle exit, Figure 2.2a.) Air enters this control volume through
the needle at the speed of sound with a constant mass flow rate, m˙, but once inside, the
air becomes stagnant transferring all kinetic energy to the control volume. The associated
energy balance describing the rate of energy change within the system, dU/dt,
dU
dt
= Q˙−W˙pV + m˙
(
h2+
v22
2
)
, (2.1)
bounds the work done by the air on the sample, WpV =
∫
W˙pVdt. Fast pulse times ensure
an adiabatic process so the heat transfer rate, Q˙ = 0. Assuming ideal gas behavior1 and a
constant specific heat, cp, we estimate:
WpV = m˙∆t
(
RairT2+
v22
2
)
(2.2)
(see SI for full details). A more accurate estimate requires determination of the final system
volume and a measurement of the pressure within it. However, the lower bound provides
sufficient guidance for device design by satisfying minimum energy densities.
Eqn. (2.2) requires the state and mass flow rate of air at the needle tip. Air flows through
1h= h(T ) and pv = RairT . p= pressure, v = specific volume, and Rair = the ideal gas constant for air.
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the device as illustrated in Figure 2.2a. When the valve opens, stagnant air within an infinite
reservoir (p0, T0) accelerates isentropically through a conical nozzle attaining state p1, T1
prior to entering the needle (position 1). The Mach number (v/c), where v is velocity and c
is the speed of sound in the air, equals M1.2 Within the needle, flow continues to accelerate
due to friction (Fanno flow), choking at the needle exit (position 2). Reservoir pressures
required for ballistically-relevant pulses ensure choked flow at the needle tip. Given this
choking constraint, Fanno flow equations determine the relative state of air at the needle
inlet (position 1) (Eqns. (S9-S11)). Isentropic flow relations relate the relative conditions
between positions 1 and 0 (Eqns. (S12-S13)). The temperature, pressure, and Mach number
within the nozzle-duct system are calculated using these relative states and the known p0
and T0 of the reservoir (Fig. 2.2b). Given our steady-state assumption, the mass flow rate is
constant within the needle-duct system. For convenience, we choose position 1 to determine
the mass flow rate:
m˙= ρ1A1v1, (2.3)
where A1 is the cross-sectional area of the needle, the density ρ1 = p1/(RairT1), and v1=M1c1.
Because ρ1 ∝ p1 and isentropic flow relations state that p1 ∝ p0 (Eqn. (S12)), mass flow rate
is directly proportional to the reservoir pressure, p0.
Applying these state and mass flow conditions to Eqn. (2.2), we predict minimum pres-
sure reservoir and needle size requirements for reaching ballistically-relevant energy densi-
ties within the 5 ms limit. Fig. 2.2c illustrates these predictions graphically, demonstrating
the effect of inner needle diameter (127 - 432 µm) and reservoir pressure on input energy
density. Energy is comprised of a thermal component associated with finite temperature
mass input and a kinetic component from the stream velocity. Entropic considerations pre-
vent the nozzle-needle geometry from delivering a higher velocity than Mach 1, restricting
the contribution from kinetic energy. Exit temperature depends on Mach number and inlet
temperature, both of which remain unchanged for fixed inlet conditions. Thus, throughout
the range of relevant reservoir pressures, kinetic and thermal energy provide unchanging
contributions to the energy input (Fig. 2.2d). While shortening the needle increases the flow
2assumed to be calorically perfect,
√
γRairT . γ = the ratio of specific heats
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Figure 2.2 Device flow path and energy output. (a) A schematic of the flow path. Position 0
indicates the static state of the reservoir. With the valve open, air isentropically flows to position 1.
Upon reaching the uniform needle duct, air accelerates to the needle tip at position 2 before entering
a sample. (b) The relative change of pressure, temperature, and Mach number throughout the flow
path shown in (a) for a 57 mm long, 127 µm diameter needle having a friction factor of 0.009. (c)
Predicted energy density as a function of pressure for three needle diameters. The gray shaded
region indicates ballistically-relevant values. Marker size corresponds to air pulse volume at
standard temperature and pressure (STP) (normalized by smallest). Markers with an ‘×’ exceed our
imposed volume limits. (d) Energy density composition, normalized by mass. Bars illustrate energy
density is comprised of unchanging relative thermal and kinetic contributions at each reservoir
pressure. The predicted volume (corresponding to mass transfer) quantified on the right axis
increases with increasing P0.
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rate, a reduction by half of the length used to generate Figs. 2.2c and d (5.7 cm) yields only
a 15% average increase in the energy. Practical considerations require the needle be long
enough to pass through the device wall and & 2 cm into the sample to minimize boundary
effects.
The size of the symbols in Fig. 2.2c denotes the relative volume of the air delivered
(STP). Tests that exceed the 5 mL limit are marked with an ‘×’, demonstrating that larger
needles may require a reduction in reservoir pressure to avoid over inflation. Fig. 2.2d
provides the volumes generated at the largest and smallest pressures using the 178 µm
needle, illustrating they are well within the volume constraint.
2.4 Device Design
Given the constraints detailed in the previous section, we design the SBC device to achieve
ballistically-relevant energy densities through variable reservoir pressure, needle geometry,
and high speed valve operation. The device, pictured in Figure 2.3, operates by first pres-
surizing the closed reservoir chamber (F). Next, a pulse of air is released through the needle
(G). To do so, the externally mounted piezo-actuator (A) holds the valve stem (B) in the
down/sealed position until pulse generation. During pulse generation, the actuator moves
the valve stem up, unsealing at the valve seat (IVNA) and allowing air to flow though the
needle.
2.4.1 Operating at High Chamber Pressure
As Fig. 2.2c illustrates, the SBC device requires high driving pressures. Minimizing spe-
cialized equipment for pressurization limits the maximum pressure to 30 MPa for readily
available pumps (Table 2.1). Even at these pressures all electrical devices must remain ex-
ternal to the tank to mitigate risk due to sparking in an oxygen dense environment. External
mounting also lessens the footprint and volume of the device, reducing the required wall
thickness and material costs. A vessel volume of 60 mL ensures a negligible pressure drop
during pulse release (semi-infinite reservoir). Externally mounted components access the
inner chamber through a seal (α) and pass-throughs.
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Figure 2.3 Visualization of device components. (a) An exploded cross section of the SBC device
depicting the positioning of, and connections between, components. The piezo-actuator (A) drives
the valve stem (B) up and down to control air flow. The lid (D) and the main chamber body (E)
enclose the reservoir chamber (F), interfacing via static seal (β ). An additional static seal (γ)
prevents leakage around the IVNA. A dynamic seal (α) is held in place by the actuator mounting
plate (C). (b) An exploded cross section of the IVNA. The valve seat (H) and main body (I) are
bonded with the needle (G) to eliminate leakage (c) A photo of the device. Inset: the IVNA.
Dynamic (α) and static (β , γ) seals sustain the required pressures during valve opera-
tion. A dynamic rod seal (α) around the valve stem (B) and constrained between the actua-
tor mounting plate (C) and the chamber lid (D) enables external actuation of the valve. The
stem’s small diameter (2 mm) lowers contact area, accommodating low resistance vertical
travel, but is sufficiently large to resist lateral deflection. At the bottom of the device, a static
radial gland seal (γ) at the Interchangeable Valve-Needle Assembly (IVNA) (Section 2.4.2)
prevents leakage.
2.4.2 Varying Needle Geometry
Traditional needles and needle connections cannot withstand the large pressures required.
A custom Interchangeable Valve-Needle Assembly (IVNA) enables variable needle geometry.
Needles (G), constructed from blunt-tipped, high pressure hypodermic tubing are embedded
within three bonded pieces assembled with an o-ring (Fig. 2.3b). The IVNA body (I) is
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Component Description Manufacturer
Piezoelectric
actuator
travel: 700 µm travel (-30 to 150 V)
stiffness: 0.5 N/µm
blocking force: 250 N
resonant frequency: 1736 Hz
Dynamic Structures
and Materials, LLC
Pressure sensor
range: 0 to 30 MPa
resolution: 7 kPa
SSI Technologies
(MG series)
Pump maximum pressure: 30 MPa Hill Pump (model MK4)
Table 2.1 List of key device components.
constructed from two pieces of epoxied polycarbonate. The two pieces that make up the
body, I, should be epoxied after placing the o-ring and the epoxy should not contact the
o-ring, finally this epoxy should fully set before adding the valve seat. While I is setting, the
bottom of the valve seat (H) should be treated by a UVO cleaner for about 20 minutes to
enhance the bonding of epoxy to the low surface energy polyether ether ketone (PEEK).69
If the valve fails, it usually occurs at the base of the PEEK valve seat where it contacts the
polycarbonate body. After UVO treatment the needle is threaded through the body and then
the valve seat. Fast setting epoxy is applied to the needle and the top of I. Running the needle
back and forth through I allows the epoxy to coat the needle and fill the clearance hole of the
body. The valve seat is then be pressed onto the top of I, clay wrapped around the bottom
of I can provide tension against the needle while positioning. A ball bearing, the same
size or smaller than to be used in normal operation, is used to press the top of the needle
down to an appropriate depth (so that the ball bearing clears the needle during normal
valve cycling). Minimal epoxy and a tight clearance (± 0.001 in) around the valve seat pass
through ensure sealing around the needle but also prevents epoxy from oozing through and
potentially clogging the needle entrance. Ultimately the o-ring seals around the IVNA and
epoxy seals the body of the valve leaving the valve seat as the only opening. The PEEK valve
seat provides a smooth sealing surface and high stiffness for minimal elastic rebound during
valve cycling. A steel sphere valve disc sharply contacts the valve seat’s corner to minimize
contact required to seal. The sharp corner contact is essential for minimal sealing force,
a large contacting area increases the required force and stroke from the piezo actuator,
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which could be over matched. A shallow valve/nozzle angle (118◦) reduces the vertical
component of the momentum flux through the valve to reduce reaction forces on the valve
stem (B) during flow.
2.4.3 High Speed Valve Control
Though fast, piezo-electric actuators have limited travel (typically ∼10 - 100 µm).3 The
stiffness (force) of the actuator is inversely related to the speed, requiring the valve to
seal with minimal force and minimal deflection of the sealing surface as previously noted.
In operation, the long (consequently heavy) valve stem decreases the actuator’s resonant
frequency. The stem must also resist lateral deflections that would inhibit valve seating.
To accommodate these opposing constraints, a thin steel valve stem transitions to a larger
aluminum hub at the end, providing a mounting point for the steel valve ball. Only a small
force (at maximum pressure, ∼3 N) is required to break the seal because the area of the
valve stem at the dynamic seal (α) is only slightly smaller than the valve’s seating area on
the IVNA. This provides a positive sealing force when pressurized, but is well within the
actuator’s limits. When the seal breaks, pressure pushes upward against the thin shaft, but
the small shaft area prevents the force from exceeding operating limits.
The piezo-actuator (Table 2.1) permits 525 µm of positive travel and 175 µm of nega-
tive travel that can be utilized to seal the IVNA valve. The valve actuation trajectory tracks
a 3-4-5 polynomial70 (Figure 2.4a), which has zero acceleration and finite jerk at the be-
ginning and end of motion, minimizing vibrations. Hysteretic properties of the actuator are
mitigated by using a longer closing stroke.
2.5 Results and Discussion
Volume (mass transfer) measurements validate the ability to produce repeatable pulses of
the volume predicted in § 2.3. We further illustrate the experimental control enabled by the
SBC device design, validating its utility in capturing ballistically-relevant phenomena via
variable-energy-density and constant-energy-density, variable-loading-rate conditions.
3Commercially available solenoidal valves were considered, but cannot reproduce sub-millisecond open and
close times and usually operate at lower pressures.
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2.5.1 Verification of Experimental Performance
Controlling valve open-time ensures that known mass and energy is delivered during an air
pulse. The piezo-actuator input voltage specifies the actuator trajectory (light gray dashed
line, Fig.2.4a); however, it must be adapted to counteract changes in forces present at
different pressures that would otherwise delay or prevent valve closing. For the high speeds
required by SBC, gas pressure on the valve stem affects the necessarily lower stiffness piezo-
actuator. As the pressure increases, so does the force on the valve stem. We vary the
amplitude ratio of the closing stroke of the voltage signal relative to the opening stroke
(Fig. 2.4a), increasing this ratio for increasing pressures. We believe that both the pressure
acting on the valve stem, as well as a reaction force due to higher mass flux into the valve,
may result in a larger force resisting valve closing at high pressures. At high pressures,
higher forces also tend to drive the valve open once a minimum separation is reached,
resulting in loss of control for large maximum voltage values (i.e., larger than the overshoot
in Fig. 2.4a). At low pressures, a too-low maximum voltage fails to clear the valve disc
from the opening quickly enough for the rapid establishment of fully-developed flow. Thus,
the required amplitude ratios and maximum voltages are empirically determined across the
desired range of pressures.
Valve-stem trajectory is recorded with a high speed camera to verify timing for each de-
sired operating pressure. Figure 2.4 illustrates valve trajectories for the extrema reservoir
pressures in Fig.2.4a, 3.6 MPa and 16 MPa. We determine valve opening and closing (open
and closed circles, respectively) by finding the first point that exceeds and the first point to
fall below the maximum value of the baseline signal. The period between these points veri-
fies the 5 ms valve open duration. This method assumes the time to full valve opening and
closing are negligible. Audible detection of gas leakage is known to occur at valve displace-
ments of at least 25 µm. Because opening and closing motions to this threshold account for
. 10% of the detectable valve movement, the approximation of deviation from baseline is
sufficient. The validity of this assumption is supported by experimental measurement of the
ejected air pulses.
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Figure 2.4 Experimental performance and validation. (a) Applied voltage signals (gray-dashed) and
their corresponding measured valve trajectories at the lowest and highest operating pressures.
Labels indicate the maximum input voltage, and opening and closing stroke lengths, which differ for
the two pressures to overcome differing dynamic forces present at the start of flow. (b) Volumes of
5 ms air pulses from 127 and 178 µm diameter needles (blue and orange squares, respectively).
The data are approximated by the idealized model from Eqn. (2.4) (dashed diagonals) and closely
match the dead space corrected volume predicted in Eqn. (2.5) (solid diagonals).
To further validate valve control and the device operation model developed in § 2.3, we
measure air pulses by capturing bubbles ejected into water. A graduated pipette, modified
through the addition of a funnel at the tip, is filled with water and submerged next to the
needle. Air ejected from the needle rises into the inverted funnel. The air bubble is then
drawn up from the funnel into the pipette where volume is quickly measured using the
graduated markings. We plot these measured volumes for two needle diameters in Fig. 2.4b
(squares correspond to four measurements with standard error smaller than the symbol
size). The linear dependence on P0 arises from the proportionality between mass flow rate
and P0 (Eqn. (2.3)). Given the valve flow time, ∆t, and assuming ideal gas behavior, the
predicted volume, Videal, is
Videal =
m˙∆tRairT2
patm
(2.4)
Each measured volume is slightly larger than the predicted volume (dashed line). However,
Eqn. (2.4) assumes flow stops immediately when the valve closes. In reality, a small, but
finite, volume of pressurized air, Vdead, remains within the IVNA (a dead space). The air in
the dead space escapes through the needle tip after valve closure. Though we minimize this
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space in the design and assembly process for the IVNA,Vdead≈ 3 µL, estimated geometrically.
Accounting for this behavior yields the dead-space corrected predicted volume,
Vcorr =Videal+Vdead
P0
Patm
, (2.5)
shown with solid lines in Fig. 2.4b. Note that no fitting parameters enter into these pre-
dictions. All quantities are experimentally determined or rely on published property data.
The excellent agreement between Vcorr and the data demonstrates SBC device control and
validates the assumptions made in § 2.3.
2.5.2 Demonstration of Variable Control
Unlike existing high-speed cavitation methods, the SBC device uniquely allows for variation
in experimental design based on ballistically-relevant control variable options. Although
the variables of reservoir pressure, P0; pulse time, ∆t; needle diameter determine the device
operation, energy density and mass transfer (analogous to final air bubble volume measured
in § 2.5.1) provide more natural inputs for ballistic inquiry. Both energy density and mass
transfer are determined via the relationships detailed in § 2.3, enabling the selection of
either as a fixed variable while still allowing variation in the existing control variables.
We begin with an observation of the effect of energy density, which guided initial de-
sign choices. Using molded blocks of commercially available polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS,
Sylgard 184) in a softer, non-standard ratio (35:1, pre-polymer to crosslinker, quasi-static
Young’s Modulus ∼ 220 kPa4), we perform cavitations using a 178 µm needle. As shown in
Fig. 2.2c and demonstrated in the series of images in Fig. 2.1b-c, energy density increases at
constant probe size (needle diameter) and ∆t with increasing P0. A higher mass flow (vol-
ume transferred) accompanies this energetic increase as indicated in Fig. 2.2c and d. The
final morphology of the higher energy density test (Fig. 2.1c, P0 = 16 MPa) shares qualita-
tive similarities with observations from ballistic testing. First, the centralized region closest
to the needle has a high density of cracks, decreasing to three as the distance from the
needle increases. This morphology is reminiscent of the “extravasation” zone around a bal-
listic wound.21 This region of tissue is created on the inner surface of the temporary cavity
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and coincides with increased damage and bleeding. Second, an increased energy density
leads to an increased maximum temporary cavity diameter, Dmax, similar to previous ob-
servations66,67 (as determined from measurement of the widest part of the cavity during
expansion, Dmax, 10 MPa = 7.4 mm, Dmax, 16 MPa = 8.8 mm). Together, these observations
demonstrate the ability of SBC to replicate temporary cavities and other phenomena seen
in terminal ballistics.
As illustrated in the previous example, keeping ∆t constant means that in choosing a
single control variable, at least two other experimental variables change. Aside from energy
density, the variables of interest are probe size (needle diameter) and mass transfer. The
effect of needle diameter on cavities might be used to examine materials having heteroge-
neous microstructural length scales, such as those encountered in biological tissue. Mass
transfer, because of its relation to volume, is expected to relate to the displacement applied
in creating the cavity and the final cavity volume. In some cases, anticipated effects may
confound results if not accounted for. For a series of constant energy density tests where
needle diameter is varied, a decrease in mass transfer accompanies a decrease in diameter.
If the anticipated effect of decreasing final cavity size is ignored, smaller scale microstruc-
tural features may be misinterpreted as less stiff in reality, for example. A horizontal dashed
line in Fig.2.2c (4-5 MPa range) illustrates this experimental scenario. Two parallel lines
guide the eye, showing the dependence of energy density on reservoir pressure at two nee-
dle diameters. The horizontal line intersects these lines at the reservoir pressures required
to generate identical energy densities. Similarly, for a series of constant mass transfer tests,
needle diameter may again be varied, but increasing energy density accompanies a decrease
in diameter. These experiments could explore the relative affect of probe size and final cav-
ity volume. However the results (particularly surface area) would likely be influenced by
increasing energy density, which also tends to drive cavity growth. Varying diameter at fixed
mass transfer (proportional to volume at a given temperature) is illustrated by a horizontal
dashed line intersecting the orange and blue lines in Fig.2.4b. Any competing responses
should be addressed in the future via both simulation and experiment.
A particularly useful combination of experimental parameters arises when both energy
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a) b)
10 ms 5 ms
5 ms, P0 = 9.8 MPa
10 ms, P0 = 4.9 MPa
D
1 mm
Figure 2.5 Varying rate of energy density transfer. (a) Energy density dependence on P0 for 5 and
10 ms flow times (gray and blue lines, respectively) for a 178 µm needle. Both energy density and
mass transfer (volume transfer) remain constant when multiplying flow time by a constant and
dividing P0 by the same constant. In this experiment, the 5 ms pulse is multiplied by two, requiring
P0
2 . (b) The time evolution of cavity diameter at the conditions specified in (a), 5 and 10 ms (gray and
blue, respectively) taken from high speed camera images. Inset: example images from the 10 ms
experiment at 1, 10 and 15 ms after initiation.
density and mass transfer remain constant. This is possible through variation of ∆t at fixed
needle size, as illustrated in Figure. 2.5a. Given the expressions for energy density and
mass flow (Eqns. (2.2) and (2.3), respectively), at identical needle diameters doubling the
pulse time requires halving P0 (from 9.8 to 4.9 MPa). The resulting tests produce differ-
ent rates of energy density transfer. We demonstrate this effect in the same PDMS blocks.
Cavitations are performed at the conditions shown in Fig. 2.5a and with the accompany-
ing time-dependent expansion given in Fig. 2.5b (see SI for 0.002× speed videos of these
tests). The high rate (5 ms, 9.8 MPa) cavity reaches 90% of Dmax in 4.3 ms while the “low”
rate (10 ms, 4.9 MPa) cavity takes 7.6 ms. When the valve closes, the cavity quickly ap-
proaches a maximum value, as evidenced by both curves and the “low” rate images at 10
and 15 ms (Fig.2.5b, inset). We observe that the “low” rate cavity reaches a 20% larger
maximum diameter (2.9 mm versus 2.3 mm), suggesting that viscous effects may play a
role in suppressing cavity expansion at the higher rate.
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2.6 Summary and Conclusions
Building on past cavitation testing methods, but with a focus on high deformation rates,
we create a Small-scale Ballistic Cavitation (SBC) device capable of delivering high energy
pulses of air to soft solids via an embedded needle. To achieve high energy densities at
a bench top scale, we first model the required energy transfer and mass flow to estab-
lish pressure and time scale requirements. Though these models make several idealized
assumptions (ideal gas, steady-state, isentropic and frictional Fanno air flows) we show ex-
cellent experimental agreement, requiring no fit parameters, between device operation and
model predictions for the delivered air pulses. The wide applicability of the SBC device
to ballistically-relevant test conditions is validated with two comparisons: variable energy
density and variable rate of energy density transfer (at constant total energy density and
mass transferred). These tests demonstrate the ability of the device to duplicate phenom-
ena observed in tissue and tissue simulant: temporary cavity formation and “extravasation.”
With its ability to be used in a lab setting, the SBC device will inexpensively facilitate the
rapid generation of data capable of increasing our understanding of high-speed, soft solid
failure.
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2.8 Supplementary Information
2.8.1 Ballistic Energy Density
We calculate that handgun ballistic energy density ranges from 2.7 to 15 MJ/m2. From a
data set comprised of 10 handgun calibers (.22 LR to .44 Magnum), the lowest energy den-
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sity was the .25 Auto and the greatest was the .44 Magnum. Energy density is determined
by the round’s kinetic energy at the muzzle (v: muzzle velocity, m: bullet weight) and the
undeformed bullet’s cross sectional area, A0 using the expression
Edensity =
1
2mv
2
A0
. (2.6)
2.8.2 Derivation of Energy Balance
We begin with a general energy balance around our transient, but stationary, control volume
at the tip of the needle. This can be immediately simplified by recognizing that there is no
heat flux, Q˙, or mass flow out, m˙out of our control volume and that potential energy is
negligible.
dU
dt
= ˙Q−W˙pV + m˙2
(
h2+ρ2z2+
v22
2
)
− ˙mout
(
hout +pzout +
v2out
2
)
. (2.7)
U is the internal energy of the system, and m˙, h, ρ, z, and v are mass flow rate, enthalpy,
density, height, and velocity with 2 referring to the properties at the needle tip and ‘out’ a
hypothetical output stream. We then integrate with respect to time such that
∫
dUdt =−
∫
W˙pVdt+
∫
m˙2
(
h2+
v22
2
)
dt. (2.8)
The work done by the system on the surrounding material is, WpV =
∫
W˙pVdt. Steady-state
flow from the reservoir through the duct make m˙2, h2, and v2 time-independent and m˙2 is
simply m˙ throughout the flow path. Therefore,
WpV =U0−U f + m˙∆t
(
h2+
v22
2
)
, (2.9)
where U f and U0 refer to the final and initial internal energy states, respectively, and ∆t is
the pulse time. Because the system starts with no mass and therefore no energy, U0 = 0.
A switch to specific internal energy, U f = m f u f and recognizing that a mass balance gives
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m f = m˙∆t, Eqn. (2.9) becomes
WpV = m f u f −m0u0 = m˙∆t
(
h2−u f + v
2
2
2
)
. (2.10)
By definition, u f = h f −Pf v f , where Pf and v f refer to the pressure and specific volume of
the control volume after the pulse is complete. Thus,
WpV = m˙∆t
(
h2−
(
h f −Pf v f
)
+
v22
2
)
. (2.11)
Assuming ideal gas properties for the air makes enthalpy a function of temperature only and
Pv = RT . Combined with a constant specific heat approximation, cp, Eqn. (2.11) becomes
WpV = m˙∆t
(
cp
(
T2−Tf
)
+RTf +
v22
2
)
. (2.12)
At this point, we must make an assumption about the final state of the control volume.
By taking the final state as the barely expanded bubble of stagnant air, Tf = T2, resulting in,
WpV = m˙∆t
(
RT2+
v22
2
)
. (2.13)
This is a lower estimate for the work done by the control volume on the test material.
2.8.3 Flow Equations
Flow through the IVNA is treated as compressible.71 First isentropic flow takes the air from
stagnant in the reservoir (position 0) through a nozzle that interfaces with the needle at
position 1 (Figure 2). This is followed by Fanno flow through the needle, to the outlet at
position 2. The properties of the air at the needle inlet (position 1) and outlet (position 2)
are established relative to the reservoir (position 0).
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Fanno Flow:
Working backward from the needle exit (position 2) under the assumption that flow at the
outlet is choked, the Mach number at position 1, M1, is given by the expression71
4 f L
D
=
1−M21
γM21
+
γ+1
2γ
ln
[
(γ+1)M21
2+(γ−1)M21
]
, (2.14)
where L, D, γ, and f are needle length, diameter, ratio of specific heats, and Fanning friction
factor, respectively.
Given the Mach number at position 1, the pressure and temperature ratios across the
needle are given by the following Fanno flow relations71:
P1
P2
=
1
M1
√√√√√√
γ+1
2
(
1+
γ−1
2
M21
) , (2.15)
T1
T2
=
γ+1
2
(
1+
γ−1
2
M21
) . (2.16)
At this point, the Mach number is known at positions 1 and 2, but only the relative states of
the air at those positions (T1, P1 and T2, P2) are known.
Isentropic Flow:
Given M1, the pressure and temperature ratios across the isentropic nozzle can be calculated
using isentropic flow relations71:
P1
P0
=
(
1+
γ−1
2
M21
) −γ
γ−1
, (2.17)
T1
T0
=
(
1+
γ−1
2
M21
)−1
. (2.18)
The state of the reservoir, P0 and T0 are known before an experiment begins. Using Eqns. (2.15)-
(2.18), to work forward through the system determines the states of the air at positions 1
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and 2. The Mach number and state at any position is sufficient to determine the mass flow
through the IVNA according to Eqn. (3).
2.8.4 Fanning Friction Factor
The Fanning friction factor, f , is key in determining the air’s acceleration within the needle,
but requires the state of the air through the needle because it is a function of the Reynolds
number, Re
Re=
u¯D
ν¯
. (2.19)
u¯ is the average air velocity and ν¯ is the average kinematic viscosity and primarily a function
of T . Average values are calculated using the beginning (position 1) and end (position 2)
state of air. Thus for each needle geometry, f must be solved for iteratively.
The iterative procedure to determine f begins with an assumed value of 0.005, an ap-
proximate value for stainless steel. The Fanning friction factor is related to the Darcy friction
factor, fD, via f = fD/4, which in turn is related to Re via the Swamee-Jain equation72
fD =
0.25[
log10
(
ε/D
3.7 )+
5.74
Re0.9
)]2 , (2.20)
where ε/D is the diameter-normalized (relative) roughness ε. The initial guess therefore
enables a calculation of ‘guessed’ state of the air as an average over the needle, via the
Reynolds number. The state calculated using Eqns. (2.15)-(2.18) can be compared with the
‘guess state.’ If the states do not agree, the calculated state is taken as the new ‘guess state’
and Eqn. (2.20) is used to determine f . The cycle is repeated until the difference between
the ‘guess’ and the calculated states agree is less than 1×10−5.
The roughness is measured using an optical profilometer (Keyence VK-X1000). Oblique
slices across the needle exposed the interior. The arithmetical mean roughness (Ra) was
measured from an average of five lines along the needle’s main axis (in the direction of
flow). Using the profilometer’s software, we determined a value of ε = 0.77±0.1 µm.
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2.8.5 Device Sealing Details
The dynamic rod seal is comprised of a small, stiff, and well lubricated o-ring surround-
ing the stem (B) and is confined under the actuator mounting plate (C) (Fig. 3). A static
seal (β) between the lid and the main chamber body provides manual access to the inner
chamber (F); a thermocouple pass-through (E, right) monitors the air temperature within
the chamber; and pressurization and pressure monitoring occurs via a fixed inlet (E, left). A
three-way valve facilitates pressurization by switching between either the pump or a bleed
valve. Once pressurized, the valve isolates the chamber. The valve seat (H) and needle tub-
ing (G) must be simultaneously positioned and bonded to the main valve body (I) in order
to seal the narrow space around the tubing while minimizing dead space within the valve.
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Chapter 3
Multi-crack formation in soft
solids during high rate cavity
expansion
3.1 Overview
Using the SBC device and similar pneumatic cavitation techniques, we investigate the pa-
rameters governing initiation of localized deformation in high-rate spherical expansions to
develop a theory of fracture observed in these cavities. This theory allows for quantification
of a soft solid’s fracture energy by examination of the fractured surface. The parameters gov-
erning failure in ultra-soft solids can be difficult to quantify since traditional characterization
techniques often cannot be used. The effects of increasing rate further complicate efforts.
However soft solids, especially biological tissues, are frequently subjected to high rate defor-
mation leading to damage and failure. We present results from high rate, needle-mediated
cavity expansions in soft silicone and ballistic gelatin samples with moduli on the order of
10 kPa. We find that increasing rate of expansion increases the number of cracks initiated
in the cavity surface, leading to multi-lobed as opposed to penny-shaped cracked cavities.
Comparison of these experimental observations with an elastic wave speed-dependent frac-
ture correlation model originally developed for hard materials suggests that counting the
number of cracks may provide a measure of the soft solid’s fracture energy.
3.2 Introduction
Qualitative observation of ballistic wounding in soft tissue indicates that the degree of dam-
age depends strongly on tissue properties and projectile size, type, and velocity.20,21,66–68,73
For example, impacts on brittle tissues like the liver and spleen are damaged to a greater
degree than tougher, more stretchable tissues like muscle or lung.21,66,67,73,74 But projectile
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effects are primarily tested on only a few formulations of synthetic simulants, e.g., ballistic
gels, and frequently those projectiles are chosen from commercially available ammunition
rather than for controlled variation of size, type, and velocity.62,68 As a result, the funda-
mental dependence of damage in soft materials and tissues as a function of these parameters
remains unknown.
Ballistic impacts in soft solids generate short-lived cavities larger than the size of the
projectile when kinetic energy transfers radially from the projectile path. A debate exists
between the existence of any significant damage caused by these ‘temporary cavities’66,73
and the other extreme in which temporary cavity size directly relates to ammunition effec-
tiveness.75 If no damage or fracture were to occur during this deformation, the material
stretch in these temporary cavities would reach magnitudes on the order of ten. Such
stretches without damage and failure are unprecedented for the ballistic simulants used
and therefore we anticipate fracture at some point during the expansion. As has been ob-
served quasi-statically, the extent of damage accumulated during temporary cavitation likely
depends on material properties76 and expansion rate.77
A multiplicity of radial cracks accompanies the expansion of these terminal ballistic cavi-
ties at high rates, however, existing damage analysis methods are notably limited in applica-
tion and generalizability. Quantification includes post-mortem measurement of the number
of cracks formed, their lengths, and the area enclosed by cracks.21,24,32,62,68,78 However, cor-
relation between these values and projectile energy is only found if the same projectile type
is used [See62,68 and references therein] since by design, some bullets may yaw or tumble
while others deform.20,62,66,68 This variability affects the local kinetic energy transfer rate
along the projectile path. Thus, in addition to the dynamic rates involved, non-uniformity
in applied deformation complicates experiments. Further, typical post-mortem analysis can
be insensitive to crack initiation since as they grow, cracks can branch or become subsumed
by larger cracks nearby, making comparison between different materials at different rates
challenging.
To combat some of these challenges, we employ a Small-scale Ballistic Cavitation (SBC)
device, in which cavities are inflated by releasing pressurized air in a controlled pulse
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Figure 3.1 Overview of experimental setup and representative results. (a) The SBC device25
generates cavities at high rates via an embedded needle. (b) When viewed along the needle axis,
3D reconstructions from CT scans of cavitations in 40:110% silicone show that quasi-static
expansions generally produce penny-shaped cracks, while high rate expansions generate multiple
crack lobes. (c) A high-speed image at early expansion times (left, bottom view) with cracks (colored
arrows) at initiation grows to form a lobed sample at intermediate times (20 s) after the pulse (middle
and right images). Corresponding cracks from two angles are indicated by colored dots.
through a needle embedded within a soft solid.25 We maintain ballistic rates and a de-
formation mode typical of temporary cavities, but projectile variation effects are eliminated.
Because the device localizes the expansion using an embedded needle, cracks predominantly
grow radially outward with the line defining the crack tip being parallel to the needle axes.
This alignment of fracture by the needle axis combined with a single, local expansion allows
for characterization via a single, magnified viewpoint that is not possible in traditional ter-
minal ballistics. The simplified, spherical cavity geometry also lends itself to approximate
analytical modeling, as opposed to prior efforts to replicate total cavitation morphology
using finite element simulation [e.g.,31,79].
Our aim is to provide a framework for beginning to understand the relative importance of
rate, material properties, and characteristic size in the development of fracture morphology
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under conditions mimicking ballistically-induced cavitation. The single-cavity expansion ge-
ometry enables the application of a classic dynamic fragmentation theory.45,46,48,80,81 This
theory postulates that the number of fragments/fractures arises from a total system Griffith-
like energy exchange constrained by an elastic-wave-speed-dependent correlation length
scale over which cracks can interact. The model predicts increases in the number of cracks
formed for increasing expansion rate (under most conditions), greater cavity size, and de-
creasing fracture energy when all other parameters remain constant. Unlike the traditional
high modulus structural materials82–84 for which this theory was originally developed, soft
materials have a lower elastic wave speed, are highly rate dependent, and are often capable
of finite deformations. We find that the latter does not affect our interpretation of the exper-
imental data reported here. However, reduced elastic wave speed produces a multiplicity
of cracks at even moderately high expansion velocities (∼ 1 m/s). Failure to consider the
rate dependence of modulus is unphysical when values can vary by more than an order of
magnitude and, we find, provides a poorer description of the experimental observations.
To make comparisons between a elastic-wave-speed-governed crack density and high-
speed cavitation morphology, we begin by adapting the theory for the density of cracks
formed under ballistic loading conditions in hard materials. Guided by this model, we per-
form a series of ballistic-rate cavity expansions on soft materials of controlled formulation
using the SBC device. The results from SBC are further extended through a modified cavity
expansion device that enables the use of large needle sizes. We successfully interpret the
size-dependent cavitation morphology using the simplified theoretical model.
3.3 Crack Formation at High Rates
In a series of articles, Grady45,46,48,80,81 postulated a model for length scales resulting from
dynamic fragmentation of an elastic body by combining Griffith-type fracture criteria with
an elastic wave speed-dependent correlation horizon between cracks. Here, we explore
the predictions resulting from these assumptions when applied to dynamically expanding
cavities in soft solids.
Grady’s correlation horizon is the distance at which two cracks can elastically-interact
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Figure 3.2 Cavity schematic and effect of material rate dependence on crack formation. (a) An
undeformed cavity of radius A0 expands to a size, a, denoted by the dotted line. Initial radius
changes by a crack length, δ , when fracture occurs as indicated by the gray shaded area. (b) In
materials with low or no strain rate sensitivity, the number of cracks initiated always increases with
expansion rate due to the monotonic decrease of correlation length, L. (c) In materials exhibiting
significant stiffening with increasing strain rate, the number of cracks may decrease at a threshold
strain rate due to the non-monotonic behavior in L. L= ct f .
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at a dynamically expanding surface undergoing failure. This distance, L, is given by the
elastic wave speed multiplied by the time available for travel of an elastic wave, i.e., as an
upper bound, the time of dynamic expansion until the onset of failure, t f . It follows that the
number of cracks predicted for a 2-D ring can be approximated by the circumference of the
ring divided by 2L (since cracks propagate in both directions, see Figure 3.2). Experimental
observations detailed in Section 5.3 find that, when viewed from the bottom, cracks propa-
gate radially out from the needle. Thus, similarly to a 2-D ring, the number of cracks in a
cavity of would be approximately the cavity circumference divided by 2L. In the limit of the
small deformations that accompany low relative fracture energies, the cavity circumference
at failure is well approximated by the initial circumference, 2piA0, so that
N =
2piA0
2L
=
2piA0
2ct f
, (3.1)
where A0 is the initial, undeformed cavity radius (on the order of the needle diameter.5 See
Figure 3.2. The time-to-failure, t f , is a function of λ f and the speed at which the cavity
wall is expanding, V , where, λ f = a/A0, the relative deformation at fracture, arises from the
Griffith fracture criteria in the following paragraph. Defining a pseudo ‘strain-rate’ for the
cavity expansion, λ˙ =V/A0 we can express t f as,
t f = (a−A0)/V = λ f −1
λ˙
. (3.2)
For linear elastic materials, the shear wave speed, c, is given by
√
µ/ρ, where µ is the shear
modulus and ρ is the density. Combining Eqns (4.1) and (4.2) provides a prediction for the
number of cracks during the high speed expansion of a cavity in a soft solid,
N = pi
λ˙A0√
µ/ρ
1
λ f −1︸ ︷︷ ︸
f (Γ/µA0)
. (3.3)
λ˙ , A0, ρ, and µ form one dimensionless group that governs crack number. λ f depends on
the onset of fracture, which we show in the next section is a function of Γ/(µA0), where Γ
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is an effective fracture energy. As can be seen from Eqn. 4.3, N is linear in λ˙A0/
√
µ/ρ (or
alternatively V/
√
µ/ρ) and in general a non-linear function of Γ/(µA0). We wish to note
here that we considered the effect of finite deformations on the model proposed here, but
find that for our experimental data, stretch at fracture is always predicted to occur at a value
of less than 1.5 for which linear models using the initial cavity diameter and neo-Hookean
models using the deformed cavity diameter are practically identical. For simplicity, we treat
only the linear deformation case here and leave exploration of the effects of non-linearity to
future work.
Following a Griffith treatment, fracture occurs when the energy required to create a new
surface due to growth of a crack by an infinitesimal length, δ , is equal to the elastic energy
released during that same growth.85 For a spherical cavity, this derivation has been dis-
cussed by multiple authors3,86–88 so we will provide only a brief treatment. For the simplest
case of a so-called ‘spherical crack,’ the energy released when a cavity in the undeformed
configuration grows from an initial radius of A0 to a new radius of A= A0+δ is given by
∆UF = Γ(4piA2− 4piA20)≈ 8piΓA0δ , (3.4)
to first order in δ . The elastic energy, UE , corresponding to the expansion of a cavity of
initial radius A′ to a deformed radius of a within an infinite, incompressible, neo-Hookean
medium is given by Zhu, et al.89. Here, we model the linear elastic energy of the solid
by using only the first order term of neo-Hookean expression determined upon taking the
difference, ∆UE ,
∆UE =UE(a,A)−UE(a,A0) =UE(a,A0+δ )−UE(a,A0), (3.5)
in the elastic energy between a cavity expanded from an initial radius of A0 and a fractured
cavity having a radius A0+δ . Keeping only the terms that are first order in δ yields
∆UE(a/A0)≈ 16piA20µ(a/A0−1)δ . (3.6)
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Equating the energy changes per crack length, ∆U/δ , we determine cavity deformation at
fracture, λ f = a/A0, where a is the deformed radius at fracture.
λ f =
1
2
Γ
µA0
+1 (3.7)
Combining Eqns (4.3) and (4.2) leads to predictions for the correlation horizon,
L=
1
2λ˙
√
µ
ρ
Γ
µA0
(3.8)
and the number of cracks formed,
N = pi
λ˙A0√
µ/ρ
(
1
2
Γ
µA0
)−1
. (3.9)
It is important to note that the modulus value, µ used in Eqns. (3.8) and 3.9 is the shear
modulus of the material at the rate of expansion. Unlike traditional high modulus structural
materials, soft materials are highly rate dependent and, as shown in Fig. 3.3, their moduli
can vary by several orders of magnitude as opposed to the nearly strain-rate independent
elastic moduli values observed in metals and ceramics.82–84 When predicting the number
of cracks that will occur using a material’s quasi-static modulus, µ0, complications arise
that require care in the application of Eqn. 3.9. The strain dependence of N is no longer
apparently linear. Strain-rate-dependent modulus, µ, appears within both the λ˙A0/
√
µ/ρ
and Γ/(µA0) terms. Fracture energy likely varies with strain rate as well and we discuss two
possible limits using a scaling argument for the fracture energy, Γ∼ Γ0(µ(λ˙ )/µ0)n, where Γ0
is the quasi-static fracture parameter. If the Γ scales linearly with the modulus (n= 1) as is
the typical trend in Ashby-type plots,90,91 then Γ/(µA0) remains unchanged with rate and
N ∼ λ˙ [µ(λ˙ )]−1/2 (i.e., Γ/(µA0) = Γ0/(µ0A0)). In some instances the scaling can be reduced
to as low as, Γ∼ µ1/2 (n= 1/2), in which case the linear strain rate dependence is restored,
N ∼ λ˙ , but µ and Γ/(µA0) in Eqn. (3.9) are replaced by µ0 and Γ0/(µ0A0), respectively. Here
we typically assume that the linear scaling, n = 1, is the case unless otherwise stated, as it
appears to be the more common relation.
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As a result of the linear scaling between Γ and µ, strain rate dependence of crack number
can exhibit a maximum whose location varies with A0 and the strength of the modulus strain
rate dependence. As Figure 3.3b shows for a projectile-sized initial cavity (A0 = 0.5 cm), the
high strain rate dependence of ballistic gelatin (orange curves) exhibit a maximum around
105 1/s. This non-monotonic behavior is due to increasing correlation length accompany-
ing the rapidly increasing wave speed associated with the sharp increase in modulus with
increasing strain rate and is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.2. The strain rate at which
the peak occurs increases with increasing A0 and thus only becomes possible at very high
strain rates and/or for macro scale expansions. For the experimental parameters we report
below, we would anticipate monotonically increasing N with λ˙ .
Given the limited strain rate data available, we turn to the normalized fits of the gelatin
and PDMS data shown in Fig. 3.3a (see caption for details) to approximately account for
strain-rate dependence when fitting our experimental data to the above model. Employing
the form,
µ = µ0µ˜(λ˙ ), (3.10)
where µ˜ is a dimensionless function of λ˙ , we obtain a quasi-experimental strain rate depen-
dence. The modulus in the quasi-static limit, µ0, of the fits in Fig. 3.3a is replaced with the
experimentally determined quasi-static modulus for a given formulation. See Section 5.3
for further discussion of these results.
3.4 Methods and Materials
3.4.1 Sample Preparation
PDMS and PDMS-oil PDMS and PDMS-oil samples are prepared as by Yang, et al.76 Syl-
gard 184 [Dow Corning] pre-polymer and crosslinker are mixed in ratios of 30:1, 35:1,
40:1, 45:1, and 50:1. Diluted samples include an additional step of adding 10-35% 350 cSt
silicone oil before mixing again. Samples cure in 4.1 × 4.1 × 5.1 cm (85 mL) transparent
rectangular boxes at room temperature for 6 days, with testing on day 6.
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Figure 3.3 Material strain rate dependence. a) A collection of modulus data for ballistic
gelatin33,34,37,38 and PDMS (Sylgard 184) (dark blue)25,39 at rates ranging from quasi-static to
106 1/s. Fits of the form µ = µ0 exp
[
q1λ˙ q2
]
are shown using solid curves. (Gelatin: µ0 = 9.1 kPa,
q1 = 1.294, q2 = 0.176; PDMS: µ0 = 560 kPa, q1 = 0.096, q2 = 0.212, where λ˙ is in units of 1/s.] b) An
example of the potential effect of strain rate dependent modulus on N using Gelatin and PDMS data
from (a) as inputs to Eqn. (3.9) for an initial cavity radius A0 = 0.5 cm. Γ/(µA0) (equivalently
Γ0/(µ0A0) since n= 1) is varied over four orders of magnitude from 10−2 (dotted lines) to 10 (solid
lines, not shown for Gelatin since N does not exceed one under these conditions). (ρ = 103 kg/m3)
Ballistic Gelatin Ballistic gelatin preparation follows the detailed standardization method
from Jussila,92 where half of the required water is heated to 70◦C and the other half re-
mains room temperature (20◦C). The entire amount of gelatin powder is mixed into the
room temperature water until the solution is uniform and allowed to swell for at least two
minutes before the heated water is added to the solution, which equilibrates to 45◦C. This
temperature is maintained and stirred to dissolve all gelatin. The solution is cooled at 5◦C
for 48 hours in the same molds as the PDMS.
3.4.2 High-Rate Cavity Expansion Procedure
Small-scale Ballistic Cavitation The Small-Scale Ballistic Cavitation (SBC) device gener-
ates cavities using a 356 µm diameter, blunt-tipped needle. Growing cavities are captured
with 2× magnification and high-speed imaging (25,000 fps) from the bottom of the sample
along the needle axis through a transparent sample stage. High resolution images of the
final fractured geometry are obtained using a macro lens.
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PDMS and PDMS-oil samples SBC testing begins by inserting the needle at a rate of
0.5 mm/s until the needle tip is approximately 2.5 cm into the sample, then retracting the
tip 2 mm before allowing the deformation to relax for 10 min. An SBC reservoir pressure
and valve cycle time of 8 MPa and 3.8 ms, respectively, are used for all tests.25 Intermediate
and long-time cavity images are gathered immediately after the test from the top of the
sample at an angle of about 15 degrees from the needle axis. To do so, the stage is first
lowered at 20 mm/s to extract the needle. The first intermediate time image of the cavity is
captured within 20 s of the air pulse and four sides of the cavity (rotating 90 degrees along
needle axis) are imaged within one minute. Long-time images are taken at 6 min after the
air pulse, again from four sides.
Gelatin samples begin by inserting the needle at a rate of 5 mm/s. The needle penetrates
the sample at least 2 cm before it is retracted 2 mm and then allowed to rest at least 30 s. The
reservoir pressure is set to 4, 8, or 16 MPa and the valve cycle time is 5 ms. Pressurized air
within the gelatin escapes immediately upon needle removal, therefore cavity morphology
is imaged only during the high-rate expansion.
Meso-scale Ballistic Cavitation Cavity formation using larger needles (>635 µm diam-
eter) requires an alternative device. This device (SI Figure 3.12) is comprised of two ball
valves connected together to make a small chamber between them. The chamber is filled by
opening one valve that is connected to a pump. An interchangeable passthrough attached
to the other valve accommodates different tubing sizes. We use 991 µm and 1575 µm di-
ameter tubes as blunt-tipped needles. To perform a test, the valve (1) nearest the pump is
opened and the line is pressurized to 6.9 MPa, while the other valve (2) remains closed.
Valve 1 is then closed, sealing air in the space between the valves. A pulse of air is delivered
by opening valve 2, releasing the pressurized air stored between the valves. For these tests,
needle insertion is performed at the same rate as in SBC, but the 991 µm and 1575 µm
needles are retracted 4 and 6 mm, respectively, to maintain a similar order of magnitude
between needle diameter and retraction distance. High speed images are captured along
the needle axis as in the SBC tests.
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3.4.3 Image Processing
Initial Cavity Expansion Rate An ellipse fitting procedure (ImageJ) identifies cavities
from high-speed images taken concurrent with the applied air pulse duration. Fits are spot-
checked manually. We plot the average of the ellipse fit axes at each time point and perform
linear fit of the cavity size versus time to determine the initial wall velocity.
Crack Processing Cracks initiated within the expanding cavity are counted manually; the
process is validated by comparing results between two independent observers. Crack tips are
identified by the presence of ‘corners’ along the cavity edge or when corners are not present
(typically when cracks number two to four) circles are manually fit around suspected crack
tips to estimate the number of cracks. Crack identification is performed when the cavity
is at an expansion ratio of 7, when the number of observed cracks is stable. Expansion
ratio is determined from the ellipse fit normalized by needle radius. Examples of crack
identification are shown in Figure 3.6a and in the SI.
3.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Overview of Experimental Results
We expand cavities at high speeds in soft solids using pressurized air (>4 MPa) released
through an embedded needle. Visual inspection of the post-mortem cavities finds that crack
‘lobes’ orient parallel to the needle axis. Thus, crack tips, biased by the needle, primarily
grow radially outward from the needle and can be characterized from a view along the
needle axis. We leverage this feature to monitor the high-speed crack growth early in the
expansion process.
We quantify the high rate of expansion using high speed imaging. Representative data
from the average of the axes of a best-fit ellipse to a 2-D image of the cavity from the bottom
view (along the needle axis) versus time are shown in Figure 3.4. Cavity wall velocity, V , is
determined from a linear fit of the ‘radius’ from 0.05 to 0.3 ms. We found that wall velocity
varies little with changes in the oil concentration (i.e., at constant modulus) as noted by the
orange and dark blue square in Fig. 3.4. Changing the needle size has a greater effect on
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wall velocity since a constant pressure reservoir is used and air moves much more rapidly
through the smaller needles (Light orange and blue graded points, Fig. 3.4).
1 mm
a) b) Gelatinfx = 0.022fx = 0.019
Figure 3.4 Cavity wall velocity. a) Approximate cavity diameter versus time (points) early during the
air pulse-driven expansion. Wall velocity is obtained from a linear fit of the region shown (dashed
line). Select representative images within this region are shown for context. b) Wall velocity versus
oil percentage for both the silicone (orange and blue squares) and ballistic gelatin (yellow circles)
materials. Rates obtained using larger needle sizes are indicated with decreasing color saturation
for 20% silicone oil (dark blue to light blue) and ballistic gelatin (light orange to yellow). Error bars
are the standard deviation from 5 or more samples.
Like the temporary cavities formed in terminal ballistics, air pulses drive cavities to large
expansion ratios, Λ, defined approximately as the cube root of the final volume over the
initial volume. As a first order estimate, we define the expansion ratio as cavity ‘radius’
normalized by the needle outer radius. Using the SBC device, the apparent Λ typically
approaches 10-30. However, only under conditions of large Γ/(µA0), not anticipated here,
is the expansion ratio expected to reach values larger than 1.5 without fracture. For the
applied expansion rates we attain, a stretch of 1.5 typically occurs before the first frame of
the high speed video. Visual analysis of cavities viewed along the axis of the needle within
the pulse time reveal localized deviations from circularity. We interpret these deviations as
crack tip formation and growth and find that the multiplicity of cracks formed aligns well
with the proposed theory.
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3.5.2 Evolution of Cavity Morphology
We divide discussion of the cavity fracture morphology into three approximate timescales:
during pulse delivery (∼ ms), intermediate times (∼ s), and long times (∼ min). Crack
initiation occurs very soon after pulse initiation as indicated by localized deviations in the
expanding cavity surface which, over time, grow into clearly defined crack lobes that oc-
casionally combine or branch as illustrated in the time-lapse images of Figure 3.5a. After
about 6 min, the cavity shapes in all but the 0% oil formulations have stopped evolving and
reach a final morphology that typically exhibits multiple crack lobes.
During the pulse we anticipate that cracks initiated at or near the point of fracture have
sufficient time to form and become visually apparent. In validation of this assumption,
cracks are counted from randomly ordered images at three needle sizes and for the highest
and lowest oil percentage formulations. (Random ordering avoids pattern matching that
might occur in the analysis of sequenced images). As Figure 3.5b illustrates, the number of
cracks reaches a plateau in all cases starting at Λ = 7 for the smallest needle and around
Λ = 5 for the larger two needles. Because the plateau for the larger needles is maintained
through Λ = 7, all PDMS and PDMS-oil cavities are analyzed for cracks at the same stretch,
Λ = 7. (See Section 3.4.3 for more details.) All following comparisons to and use of the
crack prediction model use cavities analyzed at Λ= 7.
Previous quasi-static cavitation experiments on identical materials76 found that for ma-
terials having the same modulus, higher oil concentrations produced more brittle materials.
Modulus is fixed by keeping the mass fraction of crosslinker constant while variation in the
oil concentration and cross-linker to pre-polymer ratio are varied. For ‘constant’ modulus
formulations cavitated at high speed and using the same needle size, A0, we would there-
fore anticipate a decreasing Γ/(µA0) for an increasing oil concentration. Eqn. 3.9 predicts
an increase in N as Figure 3.6 illustrates.
At the end of the pulse, approximately 3.8 ms, all cavities are roughly spherical (Fig. 3.5).
Pressurized air trapped within the cavity changes this morphology which is mediated by
both crack growth dynamics and viscoelasticity. Initiated cracks appear to have several
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Figure 3.5 Cavity crack evolution. (a) Timelapse images (logarithmic scale) of cavities in samples of
decreasing oil fraction ( fx = 0.019). (b) Crack counts versus time for both mass fractions at the
highest and lowest countable oil fraction formulations for fx = 0.019 (35:130% and 50:10%) and
fx = 0.022 (35:120% and 40:10%). Crack counts for different needle sizes (small (S), medium (M), and
large (L)) are shown. c) Range of the end point of cavity evolution as a function of oil mass fraction.
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Figure 3.6 Crack number dependence on fracture behavior. a) Representative images from
crosslinker mass fractions of fx = 0.022 (top) and fx = 0.019 (bottom) show how crack tips are
visually identified. Constant fx corresponds to constant modulus, while oil percentage varies the
fracture response. More oil leads to reduced toughness. b) The number of cracks counted in each
silicon formulation versus oil mass fraction (decreasing toughness). Error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of 5 or more samples.
fates: they can continue to grow in their original trajectory, they can be subsumed by larger
nearby cracks, they can merge with nearby cracks, or they can stop growing because nearby
cracks have reduced their elastic driving force. The complex interactions of these post-
initiation cracks which lead to the post-mortem cavity morphologies observed at the right
of Figs. 3.5a and in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 are beyond the scope of the predictions in section 3.3,
however we make several observations that are consistent with the anticipated behavior of
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the silicone formulations used.
The rate of evolution toward the final, post-mortem shape for a material of a given
modulus depends on its fracture energy and viscous response. Tougher materials (having
a lower oil concentration and correspondingly higher loss modulus77 remain spherical for
longer during the post-pulse cavity growth phase (Fig. 3.5a - bottom row). Conversely, more
brittle, higher oil-concentration formulations form crack lobes faster (Fig. 3.5a - top row).
These observations are quantified in Fig. 3.5c which is obtained by using a noise threshold
of differences between images at adjacent time points. The lower value is the first crossing
of the threshold and the upper is the final time the difference falls below the threshold. To
demonstrate the reproducibility of the observed crack morphologies, Figures 3.7 and 3.8
display high resolution images of the cavities at 20 s and 6 min after pulse initiation for four
representative samples at each silicone formulation tested.1 In both figures, one observes
sharper and more pronounced lobes as one progresses down the figure. At 20 s (Fig. 3.7),
we clearly see the effect of formulation on the rate of cavity morphology evolution. In these
high-resolution images, multiple striations in the cavity surface (low oil concentrations)
indicate the presence of crack tips, consistent with the idea that the cracks themselves are
initiated early. Growth however is mediated by the viscous response of the material.
At long times, the cavity reaches its final shape as shown in Fig. 3.8. Major crack lobes
are clearly visible and typically number from two to eight depending on the material for-
mulation. More crack lobes are apparent in the formulations with higher oil percentage.
In these formulations, lobes tend to be longer and narrower than the low oil percentage
formulations, which have shorter lobe lengths and blunter crack tips. The final equilibrium
cavity morphology for all expansions performed at high speed differs from that performed
resulting from quasi-static expansions in the silicone materials we used. At high rates, cav-
ities exhibit multiple lobes in the fractured state as opposed to penny-shaped cavities.76
(One exception is the 50:1 formulation, the toughest and softest used, which maintains a
blob-like shape at both rates due to the highly blunted crack tips that form.) Although the
number of lobes does not directly correlate with the number of cracks observed at initi-
1See SI for complete data set.
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Figure 3.7 Intermediate time-scale cavity morphology. Optical images of cavities from four samples
at each oil mass fraction composition from the two crosslinker mass fractions tested ( fx = 0.022, left,
and fx = 0.019, right) show that higher oil content leads to earlier lobe formation. Cavities are within
10-20 s of pulse initiation.
ation (Fig. 3.6), high speed cavitation appears to produce enough crack tips to facilitate
propagation in several radial directions from the needle.
3.5.3 Relating Number of Cracks to Fracture Energy
To use the predictive model in Section 3.3 for extracting material properties, we need quan-
titative validation of its applicability. After observing the first evidence given by an increase
in number of cavity lobes formed at high rates as opposed to the previous quasi-static ex-
periments,76 we chose to explore the size-dependence predicted in Eqn. 4.3. For sufficiently
high wall velocity, increasing needle size should produce more cracks if correlation length
rather than geometric similarity governs their formation. Furthermore, since only a handful
of cracks are typically visible at the smallest needle size used, decreasing cavity wall velocity
by lowering the reservoir pressure provides less experimental range for exploration.
In Figure 3.9a, representative crack initiation images for the three needle sizes (178 µm,
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Figure 3.8 Final cavity morphology. Optical images of cavities from four samples at each oil mass
fraction composition from the two crosslinker mass fractions tested ( fx = 0.022, left, and fx = 0.019,
right) illustrate more and more pronounced crack lobe formation within increasing oil content.
Cavities are approximately 6 min after pulse initiation.
496 µm, and 788 µm) illustrate the trend of decreasing number of cracks with decreasing
needle radius approximately. Figure 3.9b plots the experimentally determined number of
cracks (squares) for the three needle sizes and provides the accompanying theoretical pre-
dictions (lines) for the accompanying wall velocity,V . A single fit value Γ0 = 0.6 J/m2, where
Γ0 is the quasi-static modulus, brings all three theoretical predictions into alignment with
the data. (We use the strain rate dependence of Sylgard 184 from Figure 3.3a, but scaled so
that the initial modulus corresponds with the 35:120% formulation PDMS formulation used
as shown in Eqn. 3.10. µ0 = 3.3 kPa.)2 Taking the strain rate dependence of the modulus
into account and using the assumption of linear scaling between Γ and µ (n = 1), Γ = 2.9,
1.5, and 1.2 J/m2 at wall velocities of 5.6, 2.3, and 1.2 m/s, respectively (λ˙ = 3.1× 104,
4.6×103, and 1.5×103 1/s).
2Fitting was performed using all combinations of n = 1, 0.5 and both the PDMS and Gelatin strain rate depen-
dencies. The fit value reported is the best by an order of magnitude according to the sum of the square of the
differences (SSD).
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Figure 3.9 Cavitations performed in 35:120% silicone for three needle sizes yield a Γ0 = 0.6 J/m2
when fit to the correlation length model. a) Representative images of the expanding cavities at the
three needle radii. b) The fit model (three lines) for the measured expansion rates at each needle
size shows good agreement with the experimental values (squares). (Needle sizes and measured
wall velocities: 178 µm, 5.6±1.4 m/s; 496 µm, 2.3±0.3 m/s; 788 µm, 1.2±0.4 m/s.)
This estimate for an effective, quasi-static fracture energy value is somewhat low when
compared with related quasi-static work. The fracture energy of a similar, diluted-PDMS
material system77 having on average an order of magnitude larger modulus was found to
be around 100 J/m2. Similarly, for cavity-cracks induced by fluid injected via embedded
needles,5 effective fracture energies of 25 - 250 J/m2 were reported for shear moduli of 25 -
246 kPa. These results suggest that an effective fracture energy of ∼ 3 J/m2 might be more
reasonable for the µ = 3.3 kPa materials in Figure 3.3. One possibility for the discrepancy
might be the definition of the initial cavity radius. In their work on volume-controlled,
quasi-static needle expansion, Raayai-Ardakani, et al. suggest that the initial cavity radius
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that results from needle insertion is actually a factor of 3-4 times higher than the needle
outer diameter.5 Additionally, we performed 2, 4, and 6 mm extractions of the 178, 496,
and 788 µm needles after insertion, following recent work by Barney, et al.,93 which would
further increase our initial cavity size. Using the needle extraction values as an upper limit
for the initial cavity radii yields Γ0 = 7 J/m2 and Γ= 16, 12, and 10 J/m2 at wall velocities
of 5.6, 2.3, and 1.2 m/s, respectively (λ˙ = 2.8×103, 5.8×102, and 1.9×102 1/s). The quality
of the fit was reduced by an order of magnitude as determined by SSD. We conclude that
before the quantitative values can be definitively stated, further study into the effect of the
needle insertion and needle radius on the number of cracks produced is needed.
As reported in the previous section, more cracks initiate at the cavity surface as the
material’s toughness is reduced for a constant modulus formulation. This finding holds
for sets of data taken at two sets of formulations in which the crosslinker mass fraction,
fx = 0.019 and 0.022, is held constant (µ0 = 6.5 kPa and 11.5 kPa, respectively). Wall
velocity is considered constant for each set, 6.9± 1.0 m/s and 5.6± 1.4 m/s, because the
model is not sensitive to the variation observed, i.e., N changes by a fractional amount.
Rearranging Eqn. (3.9) and determining µ via Eqn. (3.10), we obtain Γ (and Γ0) for each
formulation. These results are shown in Figure 3.10a.
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Figure 3.10 Fracture energy predictions. a) Fracture energy as a function of oil mass fraction at
V = 6.25 m/s (the average wall velocity) for cross linker mass fractions, fx = 0.019 (dark blue
squares) and 0.022 (orange squares). Error bars arise from fits made using the standard deviation
of the observed crack number, N. b) A comparison of the quasi-static fracture energy, Γ0 with crack
sphericity of identical silicone formulations obtained from previous quasi-static cavitation results.76
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To provide some context for the trend in these results, we compare to previous quasi-
static findings on this identical material system.76 In that work, formulations with identical
moduli (or equivalently mass fraction of cross-linker) but decreasing oil content were found
to have increasing sphericity of the penny-shaped cracks. This increasing sphericity was
interpreted to correspond to higher fracture energy, consistent with the findings in Mrozek,
et al.77 Sphericity arises from a balance between the elastic modulus (increasing modulus
lowers sphericity) and the fracture energy (increasing fracture energy increases the spheric-
ity). Thus for materials having the same sphericity, but different moduli, the higher moduli
material should exhibit a higher fracture energy. Figure 3.10b illustrates this shift to higher
Γ using two linear fits of the sphericity versus Γ values at lower (orange) and higher (dark
blue) moduli.
When the most brittle materials are tested, crack lobes form in orientations other than
parallel with the needle appear (i.e., propagating radially outward perpendicular to the
needle axis). Examples of this crack formation can be found in the SI Figure3.20. In addition
to being uncountable from the bottom view, non-parallel cracks obscure the observation of
other cracks. Thus, the technique we present here applies to a limited range of material
behaviors, with brittle materials failing to conform to the geometry required for observation
and tougher materials producing only a penny-shaped crack.
We observed one example of the latter limitation when performing tests on 20% ballistic
gelatin. These materials always produce penny-shaped cracks, which we categorize here as
having two cracks (SI Figure 3.24). Only in lower modulus and less tough 10% ballistic
gelatin formulations were 3 cracks observed.
This observation held for cavitation pressures of 4, 8, and 16 MPa using the SBC device
(producing wall velocities from 1.7±0.1 m/s, 2.2±0.4 m/s, and 4.9±1.2 m/s, respectively).
In the ballistic gelatin, all of these cavities produce three crack lobes in the final state (SI
Figure 3.21). Crack branching and merging were nearly absent, potentially due to the low
number of cracks formed or material behavior (gelatin is less viscous) or both. Applying the
same needle-size-variation approach used for the silicone formulations (Figure 3.11), we
determine a quasi-static fracture energy of the 10% ballistic gelatin of 0.3 J/m2. As in the
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silicone formulation, this value is low relative to other measurements of fracture energy at
quasistatic rates which can range from 1.1 J/m2 94 to 6.8 J/m2.95 The same issues relating
to the definition of initial cavity size apply here as well. Nevertheless, the replication of the
size-dependence in crack number for another material system provides further evidence for
the proposed model.
178 𝜇m 496 𝜇m 788 𝜇m
Increasing Needle Radiusa)
b)
5 mm5 mm1 mm
Figure 3.11 Cavitations performed in 10% ballistic gelatin for three needle sizes yield a
Γ0 = 0.3 J/m2 when fit to the correlation length model. a) Representative images of the expanding
cavities at the three needle radii. b) The fit model (three lines) for the measured expansion rates at
each needle size shows good agreement with the experimental values (squares). (Needle sizes and
measured wall velocities: 178 µm, 4.9±1.2 m/s; 496 µm, 1.3±0.2 m/s; 788 µm, 0.8±0.2 m/s.)
3.6 Conclusion
Adopting previous work by Grady and Kipp45,46,48 and Grady,80,81 we have provided evi-
dence for an acoustoelastic-wave-speed-determined fracture correlation length scale in soft
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solids at moderately high deformation velocities using cavity expansion. We use a simplified
model to establish the onset of failure using a balance of elastic and surface energy (Grif-
fith criteria), with the correlation length then determining the number of cracks created at
failure onset. Combined, these elements describe the observed variation in cracks formed
early in the cavity expansion process in two materials systems at high rates: silicone+oil
and ballistic gelatin.
Soft solids possess several unique features that make their failure at high rate unique
from that of hard materials. The first is the the rate at which considerations of the acoustoelastic-
wave-speed become important. Material wave speed in soft materials ranges from 1 –
10 m/s, but in typical structural materials is on the order of 1000 m/s. This means that
correlation length considerations become important at much lower deformation velocities.
We have shown that the damage morphology resulting from moderately high rates of ex-
pansion in cavities are qualitatively similar to the fragmentation observed at much higher
rates in hard materials.81 An approximate linear material failure model finds good agree-
ment between fracture responses for experiments performed at different length scales and
at different rates. Variations in predicted fracture energy, though somewhat low, replicate
trends observed in similar material systems under quasi-static conditions.76,77 Second, our
model predicts that the strain rate sensitivity of moduli in soft materials may produce a
non-monotonic dependence of the length scale governing fracture as a function of strain
rate, a feature that is not possible for hard materials that have rate-independent moduli.
More broadly, the morphological differences we observe in cavities expanded at different
rates and having different formulations (material properties) suggest that simulated dam-
age assessment using existing tissue-mimicking materials likely reflects only a few behaviors
observed in soft tissues and that direct experimental comparison is needed.
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3.8 Supplementary Information
In this supplementary material we have attempted to provide a complete set of the samples
used to support the conclusions drawn in the main articles. High speed images of the
silicon formulations used are shown in Figures 3.17-3.18 (for different formulations), 3.19
(for different needle sizes), and 3.20 (for very brittle samples). High resolution images of
intermediate and final cavity morphology are shown in Figures 3.13-3.14 and Figures 3.15-
3.16, respectively. High speed cavitation images in gelatin are provided in Figures 3.21-3.24.
The mesoscale ballistic cavitation device used to perform large needle cavity expansions
is illustrated by a schematic in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Mesoscale ballistic cavitation device. Valve (1) nearest the pump is initially opened so
that the line can be pressurized, while the other valve (2) remains closed. Valve 1 is then closed,
sealing air in the space between the valves (orange, ‘dead space’). A pulse of air is delivered by
opening valve 2, releasing the pressurized air through a tubing ‘needle’ mounted to an
interchangeable passthrough.
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Figure 3.13 Intermediate time-scale cavity morphology. Optical images of cavities in silicone
(crosslinker mass fraction, fx = 0.019). Higher oil content leads to earlier lobe formation. Cavities are
within 10-20 s of pulse initiation.
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Figure 3.14 Intermediate time-scale cavity morphology. Optical images of cavities in silicone
(crosslinker mass fraction, fx = 0.022). Higher oil content leads to earlier lobe formation. Cavities are
within 10-20 s of pulse initiation.
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Figure 3.15 Final cavity morphology. Optical images of cavities in silicone (crosslinker mass
fraction, fx = 0.019) that illustrate more pronounced crack lobe formation with increasing oil content.
Cavities are approximately 6 min after pulse initiation.
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Figure 3.16 Final cavity morphology. Optical images of cavities in silicone (crosslinker mass
fraction, fx = 0.022) that illustrate more pronounced crack lobe formation with increasing oil content.
Cavities are approximately 6 min after pulse initiation.
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Figure 3.17 High rate cavity morphology. High speed images of cavities in silicone (crosslinker
mass fraction, fx = 0.019) at Λ= 7 illustrate more crack formation with increasing oil content.
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Figure 3.18 High rate cavity morphology. High speed images of cavities in silicone (crosslinker
mass fraction, fx = 0.022) at Λ= 7 illustrate more crack formation within increasing oil content.
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Figure 3.19 High rate cavity morphology from the same material formulation at different needle
sizes. High speed images of cavities from 35 : 120% PDMS at Λ= 7 illustrating increased crack
formation depends on both needle size and wall velocity.
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Figure 3.20 Formation of crack lines that are non-parallel with the needle for the most brittle PDMS
formulations. Arrows indicate crack formation from sequential high speed images from various brittle
formulations.
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Figure 3.21 Cavitation images in gelatin. High speed images are shown at 0.5 ms, 10 ms, and 1 s
at pressures of 4, 8, and 16 MPa reservoir pressures. A 178 µm radius needle is used. Three crack
lobes always form.
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991 𝜇𝜇m Needle
Figure 3.22 Cavitation images in gelatin. High speed images are shown for six samples at early and
later times from the start of expansion. A 496 µm radius needle is used and four or five crack lobes.
1575 𝜇𝜇m Needle
5 mm
Figure 3.23 Cavitation images in gelatin. High speed images are shown for six samples at early,
middle, and late times from the start of expansion from. A 788 µm radius needle is used and four or
five crack lobes form.
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1 mm
Figure 3.24 Cavitations in 20% gelatin from a 178 µm needle. Only two crack lobes form, indicating
an upper bound of modulus and fracture energy on correlation length-based fracture
characterization since multiple cracks cannot be induced.
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Chapter 4
The effect of material
non-linearity on dynamic fracture
length scale
4.1 Overview
The localized deformations in the fracture response of the soft-solid formulations investi-
gated in Chapter 3 are well characterized by with a linear constitutive response; however,
alternative constitutive responses may be required for tougher materials that fracture at
higher strains. In this Chapter, we discuss the implications of the soft-solid correlation
length fracture theory for nonlinear and tougher soft-solids that undergo finite deforma-
tions before failure and may be investigated in the future. The fracture theory is adapted
for a nonlinear Gent hyperelastic model. In addition to previously discussed rate dependent
effect of modulus on wavespeed, another phenomenon, acoustoelasticity, must be accounted
for when using a nonlinear constitutive response. This contributes a stretch dependence to
the wavespeed. We find a similar increase in number of cracks with increasing rate of ex-
pansion, but that the stiffening response will produce a measurable crack number difference
in only very tough materials, such as in double-network gels.
4.2 Introduction
Low elastic moduli, time-dependent behavior, and finite deformations characterize soft
solids. Combined, these features make the prediction of soft solid failure under the variety
of loading conditions they encounter challenging. Practical difficulties further complicate
dynamic rate testing and damage modeling. In these cases, it is important to know when
one can simplify soft solid behavior during analysis. This work explores the effect of mate-
rial non-linearity, encountered at large deformations, on the density of cracks that form in
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the surface dynamically-expanding, spherical cavities.
Earlier, we reported on the preferential formation of radially initiated cracks in high-
pressure air-driven cavity growth [Chapter 3]. These observations share similarities with
the radial cracks that accompany the expansion of ‘temporary cavities’ that form during
terminal ballistics testing. Quantification methods for these ballistic failure morphologies
include post-mortem measurement of the number of cracks formed, their lengths, and the
area enclosed by cracks.21,24,32,62,68,78 Similarly, in our lab-scale pressure-driven experi-
ments, the number of radial cracks formed was found to correlate with the toughness of the
material. We interpreted these results by adapting a linear, acousto-elastic correlation length
model originally developed for metal and ceramics testing45,46 and drilled borehole detona-
tion.47,48 For those experiments on relatively brittle materials, linear deformation appears
to capture the behavior. However, for tougher materials capable of reaching finite stretches
before the onset of failure, a linear model is unreasonable. In this work, we explore when
the treatment of nonlinear constitutive behavior becomes necessary and compare analytical
predictions for a solid following a Gent model with those for the linear model.
4.3 Modeling Number of Cracks Formed
With hard materials including metals, ceramics, and rock in mind, Grady45,46,48,80,81 pos-
tulated a model for the number of fragments formed following the dynamic loading of
an elastic body. This model combines Griffith-type fracture criteria with an elastic-wave-
speed-dependent correlation horizon between cracks. We extend this model to dynamically
expanding cavities in soft solids by considering the effects of finite deformation on elastic
energy and wave-speed.
4.3.1 Crack Correlation Length
Within Grady’s correlation horizon two cracks can elastically-interact. As an upper bound,
this distance, L, is given by the product of the elastic wave speed and the time available for
travel, e.g., the time until the onset of failure, t f . Since the elastic wave propagates in both
directions, Grady argued that the number of cracks in a 2-D ring is approximately the ring
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circumference divided by 2L (See Chapter 3, Figure 3.2). During ballistic testing, tube-like
temporary cavities lead to cracks formation and propagation that radiates outward from
the projectile trajectory. Similarly, recent experimental observations [Chapter 3], find that
cracks grow radially outward when biased by an embedded needle. Thus, following Grady’s
example we assume that the number of cracks in an expanding cavity of radius, a, may be
approximated as the cavity circumference divided by 2L. For brittle materials, only small
deformations occur before fracture so that the cavity circumference at failure is well approx-
imated by the initial circumference. In the following calculations accounting for the finite
deformations typical of many soft materials, we use the deformed cavity circumference, 2pia,
to predict the number of cracks,
N =
2pia
2L
=
piλ fA0
c f t f
, (4.1)
where λ f is the cavity stretch at failure, a/A0, with A0 being the initial, undeformed cavity
radius. This might correspond to a projectile length scale or the needle diameter5, de-
pending on the system being probed. We determine λ f using Griffith fracture criteria in
Section 4.3.2. For the linear theory, a= A0. Time-to-failure, t f , varies with the deformation
prior to failure (determined by λ f ) and rate at which that deformation occurs (determined
by the cavity wall velocity, V ). Defining a ‘stretch-rate’ for the cavity expansion, λ˙ = V/A0,
we express t f as,
t f = (a–A0)/V =
λ f − 1
λ˙
. (4.2)
The shear wavespeed, c, in linear elastic materials, is a function of the shear modulus, µ,
and the density, ρ, and is given by
√
µ/ρ. However, changes in instantaneous modulus, µ ′,
accompany non-linear, finite deformations, which leads to a deformation dependent elastic
wavespeed,
√
µ ′/ρ.96–99 Thus, relative to the initial wavespeed, the normalized wavespeed
due to deformation, c˜= c/
√
µ/ρ, varies as a function of stretch as shown in Figure 4.1c (SI).
Since the instantaneous modulus at fracture is a function of the deformation at fracture, λ f ,
the wave-speed in Eqn. (4.1) is as well, c˜ f = c˜(λ f ). Combining Eqns. (4.1) and (4.2) yields
the number of cracks that form in a dynamically expanding cavity when finite deformations
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are considered,
N = pi
λ˙A0√
µ/ρ
1
c˜(λ f )
λ f −1
λ f︸ ︷︷ ︸
f (Γ/µA0)
. (4.3)
λ˙ , A0, ρ, and µ form one dimensionless group proportional to crack number. c˜ and λ f both
depend on the onset of fracture. As the next section shows, these parameters are only a
function of Γ/(µA0) and, for the nonlinear model we are considering, the Gent constitutive
model parameter Jlim. Γ is a fracture energy parameter. As can be seen from Eqn. (4.3), N
is linear in λ˙A0/
√
µ/ρ (or alternatively V/c) and is a non-linear function of Γ/(µA0).
4.3.2 Onset of fracture
We model the soft solids as homogeneous, isotropic, incompressible non-linear elastic ma-
terials using the Gent free energy.
W =−µJlim
2
log
(
1− I−3
Jlim
)
, (4.4)
where I is the first invariant of the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor.1 Using the same
Griffith-like approach as in Chapter 3, fracture occurs when the energy required to create
a new surfaces via growth of an infinitesimal length crack, δ , equals the elastic energy
released during that same growth. As previously mentioned, this derivation was shown for
a spherical cavity by multiple authors.3,86–88 For the so-called ‘spherical crack,’ the energy
released when a cavity grows from the undeformed configuration, initial radius of A0, to a
new radius, A= A0+δ , is
∆UF ≈ Γ(4piA2–4piA20)≈ 8piΓA0δ , (4.5)
1For the deformation considered here, I = 2λ 2 + λ−4. λ is the radial stretch, r/R, with r and R being the
deformed and undeformed coordinate positions, respectively.
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Figure 4.1 Failure onset dependence on the elasto-fracture parameter Γ/µA0. All plots demonstrate
the effect of the Gent model parameter for Jlim = 1.5, 5, 10, and ∞ (neo-Hookean) using colors of
increasing saturation in comparison to a small deformation theory in orange. a) Variation in fracture
(gray horizontal lines) and elastic (blue curves) energy components as a function of cavity
expansion. The linear theory (orange) approximates the neo-Hookean model closely for the range of
stretch values plotted. The intersection of the fracture and energy curves determines the stretch at
fracture, λ f . b) Stretch at fracture versus the elasto-fracture parameter. Inset: Stretch at fracture in
the form it takes in Eqn. (4.3). c) Normalized wavespeed variation with stretch-induced changes in
effective modulus. d) Normalized wavespeed at the onset of fracture.
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to first order in δ . The elastic energy of an expanding spherical cavity of initial radius A′ to
a deformed radius of a within an infinite elastic solid is given by89
UE(a,A′) = 4pi(a3–A′3)
∫ a/A′
1
λ 2W (λ )
(λ 3–1)2
dλ . (4.6)
The change in elastic energy, ∆UE , is then determined by the difference
∆UE =UE(a,A)–UE(a,A0) =UE(a,A0+δ )–UE(a,A0). (4.7)
Terms higher than first order in δ are eliminated to yield,
∆UE
(
a
A0
)
≈ 4piA20

(
a
A0
)
W
(
a
A0
)
(
a
A0
)3−1 +3
∫ a/A0
1
λ 2W (λ )
(λ 3−1)2 dλ
δ . (4.8)
As introduced in Chapter 3, this equation can be linearized for small deformations, becom-
ing
∆UE,lin(a/A0)≈ 16piA20µ(a/A0−1)δ . (4.9)
Figure 4.1a provides a comparison of Eqn. (4.8) evaluated for Gent and neo-Hookean be-
haviors with the linear behavior given by Eqn. (4.9).
Equating the energy changes per crack length, ∆U/δ enables determination of cavity
deformation at fracture, λ f = a/A0, where a is now the deformed radius at fracture.
∆UE/δ
µA20
=
∆UF/δ
µA20
= 8pi
Γ
µA0
(4.10)
The resulting λ f is found at the intersection of the fracture and elastic energy curves as
illustrated graphically in Figure 4.1a and varies with both Jlim and Γ/(µA0) as shown in
Figure 4.1b. These equations must be solved numerically for the nonlinear behavior. Once
we determine the stretch at failure in this way, the elastic wavespeed at fracture, c˜ f , can be
calculated (SI), resulting in Fig. 4.1d. Both λ f and c˜ f are then substituted into Eqn. (4.3)
to yield the predicted number of cracks. This process is greatly simplified for the linear
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response, which produces the following closed expression for the number of cracks:
N = pi
λ˙A0√
µ/ρ
(
1
2
Γ
µA0
)−1
. (4.11)
4.4 Comparing Linear and Non-linear Predictions
The predictions for number of cracks are shown in Figure 4.2. Despite the somewhat com-
plex set of equations, only two dimensionless groups, λ˙A0
√
ρ/µ and Γ/(µA0), and one di-
mensionless parameter, Jlim, are required to describe the predictions as long as the material
properties at the appropriate rate are used to calculate them (as opposed to the quasi-static
properties). Plots are generated for three orders of magnitude of λ˙A0
√
ρ/µ, from 0.1 to
10, and four orders of magnitude of Γ/(µA0), 10−2 to 10. We expect these parameters to
encompass all physically-realizable dynamic fracture scenarios.
It is clear from Figure 4.2 that Jlim plays a negligible role in determining N unless ΓµA0 > 1.
This is due to the fact that changes in the term (λ f − 1)/λ f (Fig. 4.1b-inset) associated
with increasing Γ/(µA0) are almost exactly compensated for by the changes associated with
varying Jlim for c˜ f (Fig. 4.1d). The result is a negligible overall change in N. It is only at
Γ
µA0
> 1, that changes in c˜ f associated with varying Jlim become orders of magnitude larger
than (λ f −1)/λ f , which is bounded by 1.
As indicated in Eqn. (4.3), N is linearly proportional to λ˙A0/
√
µ/ρ. Figure 4.2b, gen-
erated for the neo-Hookean case, Jlim = ∞, clearly shows this linearity. The linear curve for
Γ/(µA0) is unphysical and therefore not included because λ f clearly falls outside of the small
deformation limit (Fig. 4.1a). As might be expected from Fig. 4.2a, only small deviations
between the linear and non-linear cases at higher Jlim so these plots are not provided.
4.5 Conclusions
Nonlinear modifications to the multiple fracturing theory developed in Chapter 3 were im-
plemented, by incorporating a strain stiffening constitutive response and a stretch depen-
dent wavespeed, based on acoustoelasticity. It was shown that only for materials with a
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Figure 4.2 Predictions for the number of cracks formed in expanding spherical cavities. a)
Dependence of N on Γ/(µA0) for λ˙A0/
√
µ/ρ = 0.1 (solids lines), 1 (dashed lines), and 10 (dotted
lines). The effect of the Gent model parameter Jlim = 1.5, 5, 10, and ∞ (neo-Hookean) is shown in
both cases using colors of increasing saturation. Linear model predictions for each λ˙A0/
√
µ/ρ are
given by orange lines. b) Dependence of N on λ˙A0/
√
µ/ρ for Γ/(µA0) equal to 10−2 (dotted), 0.1
(dash-dot), 1 (dash), and 10 (solid). Linear predictions are shown in orange.
a high fracture energy and a consequent larger stretch to failure will the modifications be
required. While current methods of high rate experimentation do not report constitutive
nonlinearities, these effects may be present in high rate fracture phenomenon of tough
soft solids. This could provide a method to interpret the effects of nonlinear stiffening,
when they cannot be directly measured. Terminal ballistics will generate deformation rates
high enough to induce multiple fracturing, especially with the range of toughness present
in biological tissues, nonlinear constitutive response could predict the damage from those
impacts.
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4.6 Supplementary Information: Instantaneous
Wavespeed
Expression for deformation dependent wavespeed, Gent model, with derivation following
Ogden.96 The elasticity tensor, A, specifically for the stiffness in the 1-2 direction is,
J A01212 =
Jlim λ 6 µ
−1+(3+ Jlim) λ 4− λ 6 . (4.12)
with J = 1, defined as the determinant of the deformation gradient tensor, J = det F = 1,
since we consider incompressible materials. The stretch dependent shear wave speed is
given by,
c12 =
√
A01212
ρ
. (4.13)
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Chapter 5
Multi-crack formation in ballistic
impacts
5.1 Overview
I analyze ballistic impacts of 6 different types of non-deforming handgun and rifle projec-
tiles in a soft-solid tissue simulant, 10% ballistic gelatin, using the material properties and
fracture theory developed in Chapter 3. Ballistic impacts with soft-solids generate cavita-
tions due to the transfer of the bullet’s kinetic energy to the soft-solid. Post-mortem analysis
of damage from bullets has traditionally used several different types of methods (see Chap-
ter 3) to characterize the final fractured surfaces; however, no consistent method has been
found to standardize different types of projectiles. While the crack analysis of impacts from
one type of projectile may be provide consistent crack analysis when varying kinetic energy
with the same projectile, comparison to another projectile finds a different fit, implying that
the material is responding differently. The mechanical properties should respond consis-
tently. Using the physics that describe cavitation, it is possible to standardize damage from
any type of projectile. I propose a new method of accounting for cavitation damage that can
be used for future analysis and incorporate rate dependent material response.
5.2 Methods and Materials
5.2.1 Ballistic Gelatin Preparation
Ballistic gelatin preparation follows the proposed standardization method from Jussila,92
where half of the required water is heated to 70◦C and the other half remains room tem-
perature (20◦C). The entire amount of gelatin powder is mixed into the room temperature
water until the solution is uniform and allowed to swell for at least two minutes before the
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heated water is added to the solution, which equilibrates to 45◦C. This temperature is main-
tained and gently stirred to dissolve all gelatin particles while minimize foaming. Foam is
skimmed from the surface, then the solution is poured into the mold. Any air bubbles that
form are suctioned out with a pipette. Molds are covered with plastic to prevent evaporation
and the solution is cooled at 5◦C for 48 hours. Cubic molds with sides of 15.24 cm are used
for ballistic testing.
5.2.2 Ballistic Impacts
Ballistic tests were carried out at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Police Train-
ing Institute Tactical Training Center with the test set up shown in Figure 5.1. Five handgun
projectiles and one rifle projectile were fired into 10% ballistic gelatin while using high-
speed imaging (30,000 – 50,000 fps) to record the deformation. Each projectile was fired
3.5 m from the gelatin with a chronograph (Caldwell) measuring the projectile velocity
immediately prior to impact. All projectiles had full metal jackets and did not deform on
impact. Full specifications on each projectile are shown in Table 5.1.
5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Overview of Experimental Results
Like the cavitations formed by the SBC device, ballistic impacts generate large expansions
behind the bullet. Visual analysis of cavitations viewed perpendicular to the bullet path
reveal localized deviations from circularity. These deviations are crack tips forming and
growing. Similar to SBC cavitations multiple cracks appear circumferentially around the
cavity; however, cracks also form at various longitudinal locations along the projectile’s tra-
jectory. I show that consideration of projectile energy and shape accounts for the damage
created. Although the multiple fracture theory shown in Chapter 3 could be used to esti-
mate fracture energy of gelatin, I lack experimental evidence to define an initial radius of
expansion, instead I provide bounding values of radii that should be considered.
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Bullet
Caliber
Diameter
± 0.05 [mm]
Velocity
[m/s]
Kinetic Energy
[J]
Form
Factor100
Image
.22 5.70 1046 ± 122 132 1
.223 5.71 2718 ± 32 1219 0.4
.38 9.10 756 ± 10 225 1.6
.357 9.04 1089 ± 51 565 1.6
.40 10.14 1064 ± 17 560 1.6
.45 11.43 767 ± 13 405 1
Table 5.1 Bullet and ballistic impact characteristics for the six bullets used. Velocity and kinetic
energy estimates are averages of at least two trials. One of three form factors are chosen based on
comparison of bullet shapes to published values.100 Round nose, flat nose, and spitzer type bullets
are used. A smaller form factor correlates to a more streamline design.
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Figure 5.1 Firing range at Police Training Institute Tactical Training Center. The high speed camera
captures images orthogonal to the projectile trajectory, with backlighting to enhance contrast. A
chronograph (Caldwell) measures the projectile velocity just before impact with the gelatin
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5 cm
.38 caliber
D = 9.10 mm
KE = 225 J
.357 caliber
D = 9.04 mm
KE = 565 J
.223 caliber
D = 5.71 mm
KE = 1219 J
Figure 5.2 Temporary cavity expansion images of three ballistic impacts from .38, .357, .223 caliber
impacts. Image sequence shows the bullet halfway through the sample, the bullet exiting the
sample, and when the maximum temporary cavity is reached. Note that the .223 bullet yawed
halfway through the sample leading to a difference in temporary cavity shape.
5.3.2 Multiple Crack Formation in Ballistic impacts
Multiple cracks form in ballistic impacts with ballistic gelatin when temporary cavities form.
Figure 5.2 shows three representative impacts. In the .38 and .357 caliber impacts, first the
projectile causes a smooth cavity to form behind the bullet, then tearing can be observed
along this cavity. In the .223 caliber impact, cracks are immediately observable. This dif-
ference is attributable to the nose shape of the bullets (see Table 5.1), the .38 and .357
caliber projectiles have a larger flat nose (meplat) than the streamline nose of the .223 cal-
iber projectile. The streamline nose of the .223 bullet allows expansion to begin at a much
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smaller radius than the other two projectiles, so the criticial radial stretch to induce crack-
ing is attained at a smaller relative cavity size. When flat nose bullets generate cavities,
with a larger apparent initial radius, several tears appear along and around cavities when
the critical stretch is reached at a larger relative cavity size. Lack of full views around the
cavity prevent an accurate count of number of cracks initiated. An estimate from this single
view would predict anywhere from 3-6 initiated cracks for all flat nose impacts. Cracks do
not appear to coalesce during expansion, as in SBC cavitations of gelatin, (cf. middle and
bottom rows of images in Fig.5.2, suggesting that post-mortem inspection could be used to
count cracks and use then apply those numbers in the multiple fracture theory of Chapter
3. Post-mortem inspection of all impacts were made by slicing samples perpendicular to the
bullet path. Typically slices have 3-4 cracks, but no more than 5, maximum post-mortem
crack counts of each of the 6 bullet types are shown in Figure 5.4a. Increasing impact energy
increases the number of cracks. However, the effective projectile radius is undetermined, so
it cannot be directly applied to the multiple fracture theory for material characterization, but
is certainly affected by the projectile shape. Nonetheless, the crack formation genearated by
the temporary cavitations is similar in behavior to the cavitations shown in Chapter 3. Tem-
porary cavity crack formation should be treated as a fracture phenomenon, and accounting
for projectile shape is essential for post-mortem crack analysis.
5.3.3 Energy Effects on Damage Formation
Temporary cavity size is frequently correlated to bullet energy,21,62,68 but a more appropri-
ate consideration is comparing ballistic impact energy to the damage that persists after the
temporary cavity. It has previously been shown that there is a linear relationship between
cavity or damaged volume and the energy transferred by the projectile,21 V = µ Etr. While
this linear relation fits well when comparing bullets of the same type62,68 the linear constant
µ, is different for different bullet types.62,68 Note that this linear constant, µ, with units of
[cm3/J], is not the shear modulus, but I will preserve the notation used by Kneubehul, et.
al. As I have alluded to, damage from a bullet depends on its shape and these high rate
expansions should be treated as a fracture phenomenon. Surprisingly, Kneubuehl, et al.21
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have already shown how this difference in bullet shape is accounted for in the energy trans-
fer equation, but this dependence has not been implemented in analysis.62,68 Rewriting the
above equation to account for energy transferred per slice thickness, ∆s, along the bullet
path gives,
V = µ ∑E ′tr∆s. (5.1)
Where the energy transferred per thickness is defined as, E ′tr = 2RE. Here, E, is the instan-
taneous kinetic energy of the projectile. This introduces the dependence of the bullet size
and shape on the change in energy, included within the retardation coefficient,
R =
CDρAp
2mp
. (5.2)
The retardation coefficient includes, the area of the projectile, Ap, the mass of the projectile,
mp, the drag coefficient, CD, and ρ, the density of the target. We use bullet form factors100
as approximations for the drag coefficient. Utilizing the above expressions and dividing
through by ∆s provides the appropriate relation for damaged area and instantaneous pro-
jectile energy for a given slice,
Acrack = µ 2RE. (5.3)
This relation allows for different bullet types to be compared if accounted for withR, which
could change during penetration if a deforming bullet is used or if the bullet tumbles. While
many post-mortem crack analyses have been used: Fissure Surface Area, Total Crack Length
Method, Wound Profile Method, Maximum Radius, and others,21,24,32,62,68,78 some of which
have arbitrary constants, we propose a simple method, the Total Crack Area (TCA), which
accounts for all free surfaces (cracks and holes) created by an impact. Although this method
seems similar to the methods, it does not selectively choose only a couple cracks, nor does
it relate cracks to circumference of the temporary cavity, among many other relations (see
Jussila24 for summary of equations). It accounts for the area of the permanent cavity, pir2pc,
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treating it as a circular hole, as well as the surface area of the radial cracks.
TCA= 2δi∑
i
li+pir2pc (5.4)
The factor of 2 accounts for the fact that 2 surfaces are created by any number, i, of radial
cracks of length, l. The factor δi has dimensions of length but magnitude of 1 for radial
cracks that are present but where both sides are touching. This is to maintain dimensional
congruity with the permanent cavity’s dimensions of area while accounting for radial crack
areas of zero thickness. If a radial crack does not have zero thickness, then the area of
that crack should be accounted for in the equation. Examples of crack measurements are
shown in Figure 5.3. Although there are some cracks that appear to be unaccounted for,
these cracks are not on the surface of the slice and are within its thickness. The TCA versus
5 mm
5 mm
.38 caliber .357 caliber.223 caliber
a)
b)
Figure 5.3 Total Crack Area (TCA) measurements from slices of ballistic gelatin (thickness≈ 1 cm )
at a depth of 2.5 cm from the point of impact. (a) Images of damage in slices from the .38, .223, and
.357 caliber impacts shown in Fig. 5.2. (b) Same slices as in (a), but with crack measurements
overlaid. The permanent channel in the center of the damage is approximated with a circle, while
radial cracks are measured with lines. Although some cracks appear to be uncounted they are
within the thickness of the slice. Only crack area that is exposed to the surface of the slice should be
counted.
2RE for 6 different bullet types and 14 individual impacts are plotted as filled circles in
Figure 5.4a, all of these measurements were made at a slice depth of 2.5 cm. An additional
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10 measurements were made using 4 of the bullet types at depths of 4 and 6 cm and are
shown as open circles. The instantaneous kinetic energy of all projectiles was estimated us-
ing the velocity measured from high speed imaging, which is relatively constant throughout
the penetration. The dashed line is a linear fit of the data, showing that different bullet
types can be compared together when accounting for the damaging potential (or retarda-
tion coefficient),R. The curved solid line will be discussed in 5.3.4. In Figure 5.4b the same
TCA versus bullet kinetic energy, as has traditionally been done, is plotted. It shows large
scatter and no discernible pattern. Therefore, bullet shape must be affects damage and can
be accounted for with the form factor and area in R.
a) b)
Figure 5.4 Ballistic impact analysis: TCA results vs. 2RE and kinetic energy of impacts vs. wall
velocity. (a) A plot of TCA vs. 2RE for all 6 bullets at several depths shows that the data collapses
together. (b) A plot of TCA vs. kinetic energy for the same data in (a). There is no correlation in the
data. The two data points grouped to the right are from the .223 caliber bullets
5.3.4 Rate Effects on Damage Formation
A linear fit of the form, V = µ Etr, assumes that the material is not rate dependent, but
we have shown in Chapter 3 that ballistic gelatin fracture energy does depend on the rate
of deformation. The variable, µ, can be considered similar to the inverse of the fracture
energy. It is inversely proportional to the energy required to open a cavity volume, while
fracture energy relates the energy required to create surface area. Since volume and area
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are correlated, I propose a strain rate dependent modification to the linear relation in Equa-
tion 5.3, where µ(ε˙), and ε˙ ∝
√
E. The term,
√
E, can be used as a proxy for strain rate.
In Figure 5.5, the square root of the average kinetic energy and average wall velocity are
plotted, for the six bullet types a linear fit shows good agreement implying that
√
E ∝ v ∝ ε˙.
The rate dependent fracture energy can be expressed as, γ = (γ0 exp
[
q1λ˙ q2
]
)n. Where, q1
and q2 are as defined in Chapter 3 and n=−1 is the power law relationship used in Chapter
3. Using these modifications, the rate dependent relation is,
Acrack = γ−10 exp
[
q1λ˙ q2
]−n
2RE. (5.5)
In the range of energies tested there is not much difference in assuming either a linear fit
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Figure 5.5 Bullet kinetic energy and cavity wall velocity. The square root of the kinetic energy and
the resulting cavity wall velocity shows an approximately linear proportionality, fit shown. Therefore
the square root of the kinetic energy can be used as a proxy for strain rate.
(dashed line) or a rate dependent modification (solid line) in Figure 5.4. However, rate
dependent effects could become more important for impacts of higher energy. This implies
that there will be a diminishing increase in crack area as more damage inducing bullet
geometries are implemented (greater R) or higher energy projectiles are used as gelatin
toughness increases at higher strain rates.
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5.3.5 Multiple Fracture Theory Applied to Ballistic Impacts
Since cracks do not appear to coalesce and the peri- and post-mortem crack counts are
similar (both ∼3-6), the post-mortem crack numbers are used to estimate multiple fracture
response. The appropriate radius of expansion is unknown for projectile impacts and this
initial radius value was shown in Chapter 3 to have an influence on the predicted fracture
energy. Figure 5.6 plots the maximum, post-mortem crack numbers for each of the six bullet
types as a function of wall velocity. In Fig. 5.6a the quasi-static fracture energy, determined
from SBC tests, is used to plot estimated crack numbers and two bounding radii are shown.
These bounds show a narrow range, 0.15 to 0.30 mm, of expected initial radii that bounds
all results. In Fig. 5.6b an average fracture energy from previously published results94,95 is
similarly used to bound the data with radii estimates of 0.70 to 1.4 mm. In both of these
plots, in regions above ∼40 m/s, the crack number prediction curves are relatively flat,
indicating that the initial radius is a dominating factor in determining how many cracks
occur. This could potentially be exploited in fracture energy determination characterization
by firing identically shaped projectiles within a narrow range of radii and measuring the
number of resulting cracks. The initial radii generated by bullet impact is likely related to
the form factor and the size of the bullet’s meplat. The spitzer bullet (.223 caliber) has a
meplat radius of approximately 0.5 mm and the flatnose bullets have a meplat radii of: 2.4
mm (.38 caliber), 3 mm (.357 caliber), and 3.6 mm (.40 caliber). Note that the radii of the
permanent cavity, rpc, also scale closely, but smaller than, the meplat: 0.25-0.4 mm (.223),
0.9-1.35 mm (.38), 1.6-2.0 mm (.357), and 1.8-2.0 mm (.40). These smaller sizes could
be indicative of the initial radii to assume and are promisingly near the range of bounds
predicted by the multiple fracture theory.
5.4 Conclusion
I have provided a method to analyze ballistic impact damage, the Total Crack Area method,
which allows for bullets of different types to be analyzed systematically and consistent with
fracture phenomenon. Considering a bullet’s form factor allows its damage potential to be
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Figure 5.6 Bullet size estimates for multiple fracture theory. (a) A plot of TCA vs. 2RE
for all 6 bullets at several depths.
combined with its kinetic energy to find a better correlation with measured damage than just
using bullet kinetic energy alone. Incorporating the strain rate effect on fracture toughness
may become a more important consideration as higher kinetic energy impacts are studied.
Counting the number of radial cracks induced during a ballistic impact may be a simple
method to characterize a material’s fracture energy; however, more work needs to be done
on defining the initial radius of expansion caused by the projectile.
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Chapter 6
Creasing in evaporation-driven
cavity collapse
6.1 Overview
In this Chapter we shift the focus of localized deformations to spherical cavities undergoing
quasi-static contractions, instead of high-rate expansions, finding that creases can be used
to analyze nonlinear stiffening response. We report on crease morphology and evolution
at the surface of contracting cavities embedded within elastomeric solids of varying com-
position (Sylgard 184: pre-polymer to crosslinker mixing ratios of 10:1, 12:1, 17.5:1, and
25:1). Cavity contraction is achieved through evaporation of an embedded 10 µL liquid
droplet. In validation of recent theoretical predictions, strain-stiffening modeled via the
Gent constitutive relation [Jin and Suo, JMPS, 2015, 74, 68-79] is found to govern both
crease onset and crease density. Specifically, crease onset matches prediction using only
experimentally-measured parameters. Neo-Hookean solids are found to prefer initiating
creasing with many short creases that join to form a collapsed state with only a few creases,
whereas creasing in Gent solids initiates with a few creases that propagate across the cavity
surface. These experimental observations are explained by energy minimization using finite
element simulation of a cylindrical crease geometry.
6.2 Introduction
The range of known geometric and material parameters governing creasing101–103 highlight
deformation as a means for controlling the surface topology of soft solids. Like the related
phenomena of wrinkling and folding, crease-like deformation has been leveraged by tech-
nology104–106 and nature107,108 alike. Because these phenomena are primarily found on
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surfaces, most observations have been on planar102,103,109,110 or convex geometries.108 Re-
cently, creasing on the inner surface of everted cylinders has been observed cross-sectionally,111
here we describe creasing on the inner surface of a spherical cavity within an elastomeric
solid.
This study was motivated by both theoretical predictions for osmosis-driven collapse49
as well as an aim toward understanding biological structural changes due to fluid loss from
an enclosed cavity. For example, in the animal kingdom, the female reproductivity cy-
cle involves regression of the post-egg-release corpus luteum (a fluid filled transient en-
docrine gland essential to fertility) to corpus albicans before eventual re-absorption.112 In
the plant kingdom, structures in organ-based plants couple water flux to geometric changes
in order to achieve motion without muscle.113,114 The latter coupling is found in hygro-
morphs115,116; surface tension propulsion117; and drying-associated, hydrostatic-pressure-
driven energy storage that precedes failure118 or cavitation114,119 events. As a result of
the large deformations in these soft systems, creases are observed at the inner liquid-solid
interface. We begin to explore the formation of these creases in a spherically symmetric
geometry by embedding the droplet within a large elastomeric solid.
Briefly, creasing in soft solids is due to the application of a globally compressive strain
that, after reaching a critical value, results in the onset of localized, self-contacting de-
formations on the solid’s surface.101 An overview of the extensive creasing literature is
available in a number of important publications.101,102,120 Here we will focus on three
key findings most relevant to describing our observations of creasing in spherical cavities
within elastomeric solids. First, recent theory finds that hyperelastic strain-stiffening delays
the onset of creasing as a function of applied strain.50 For reference, incompressible, neo-
Hookean elastomers, which exhibit no strain-stiffening, crease at a uniaxial plane-strain of
0.35.101,102 This behavior has been validated by experimental observation in several soft
materials.102,110 Crease onset occurs at the same strain value, regardless of the material’s
shear modulus, µ. To our knowledge, most creasing experiments are performed with con-
stant composition materials, i.e., constant modulus, with one notable exception finding a
dependence of crease-onset-strain on cross-linker in polyacrylamide gels.110 These authors
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Figure 6.1 Overview of experimental system. a) Schematic of an embedded water droplet
contracting via evaporation through the silicone elastomer. Contraction leads to surface creasing
(top right). Bottom right: Results from finite element simulation of deformation within a cylindrical
cavity. b) Progression of a cavity during evaporation: breathing mode, creasing at the liquid solid
interface, and eventual cavitation of the liquid droplet within.
attributed this observation to possible variation in compressibility with changes in the gel
composition; verification was left for future study. More recently however, Jin and Suo 50
calculated that for a strain-stiffening Gent material,121 a larger strain is required to induce
creasing for materials with earlier onset of strain-stiffening. This behavior is predicted to
result in crease suppression for materials with early onset of strain-stiffening (Jlim = 3.1,
where Jlim determines the onset of strain-stiffening and is the first strain invariant minus 3
evaluated at the limiting stretch state). The second key finding is that after creasing has
occurred, crease density decreases with the increasing application of strain. Quantitative
predictions of crease density, dependent on geometry,49,102,122 are based on energetic argu-
ments comparing strain energy between finite element models of differing crease number
or number density. Third, creasing behavior can be altered by surface energy, γ, which may
act as an energy barrier similar to that found in nucleation theory. Chen et al. 103 showed
that creases, which nucleate from pre-existing defects then grow via channeling,109 can be
induced to grow/channel further when surface energy is decreased. This phenomenon was
shown to relate to a film-thickness-normalized elastocapillary number, γ/µt, where t is the
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thickness of the creased film. The results presented here validate and build upon each of
these three findings for a spherical geometry.
Our observations of evaporating liquid droplets embedded within elastomeric solids of
varying composition experimentally verify Jin and Suo’s prediction of strain-stiffening gov-
erned crease onset. We also find, in agreement with the second characteristic described
above, that increasing deformation leads to a decrease in crease density for neo-Hookean
materials. However, this crease density dependence breaks down for strain-stiffening mate-
rials. We qualitatively describe this phenomena using finite element simulation of a cylin-
drical cavity. Further, we find that the morphology of surface creases is largely unaffected
by decreased surface energy at large deformations, but near crease onset, surface energy
plays a small role. For the macroscale cavities (∼ 1 mm) studied here, this suggests that at
low strains an elastocapillary number, γ/µL, that uses crease size as L rather than system
geometry (cavity size) is more appropriate in the deformation regime near crease onset.
This article is organized as follows. We outline the materials used and describe methods
for sample fabrication and finite element simulation. Contraction of the liquid-filled cavity
in the breathing mode,49 during which the cavity remains spherical, is modeled using mass
transport. Dependence of cavity deformation at the onset of creasing is demonstrated to
have quantitative agreement with Jin and Suo 50 ’s predictions via independent characteri-
zation of the elastomer’s constitutive behavior. We then show results for crease morphology
evolution as a function of decreasing cavity volume, drawing parallels with a simulated
cylindrical geometry. All creasing results are interpreted assuming a biaxial compressive
state at the liquid/cavity interface as in Cai et al. 49 We show evidence for a small surface
energy dependence of crease morphology near onset. Finally, we touch on cavitation of the
embedded liquid droplet.
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6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Cavity Sample Fabrication and Testing
Embedded-water-droplet samples are created using polydimethylsiloxane elastomer base
and curing agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning). Four different base-to-curing agent weight
ratios are used: 10:1, 12:1, 17.5:1, and 25:1. After thorough mixing, the uncured polymer
is degassed then poured between four supported poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMA) sheets.
The PMMA provides an undistorted exterior surface for viewing upon release. 10 µL of
reverse osmosis water (Millipore) is pipetted into the bottom of the uncured PDMS. The
mold is cured at 80◦C for 75 minutes. During curing, buoyant forces drive the water droplet
into the middle of the sample. The same technique is used to embed surfactant droplets
within PDMS. We use surfactant 3-[hydro(polyethyleneoxy) propyl] heptamethyltrisiloxane
(Gelest) at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL.
Upon curing, samples are placed either in front of the camera for observation or in a
sealed container containing an open water source. During observation, a hotplate maintains
a temperature of 60◦C via constant heat output (Figure 6.2a). Images are taken at 30
minute intervals over the course of evaporation (∼ 3 days) until cavitation occurs. Radii
are determined using ImageJ. Images of post-creased droplets are characterized manually,
using Matlab to record data (ESI†).
6.3.2 Compression Sample Fabrication and Testing
Compression samples are obtained using cylindrical aluminum molds under curing con-
ditions identical to those above. Two molds are used to mitigate issues of barreling and
stability during testing: 12.7 diameter, 15.88 mm height (10:1 and 12:1 mixing ratios)
and 20.05 mm diameter, 19.05 mm height (17.5:1 and 25:1). Two testing conditions were
used: room temperature and after overnight immersion in a 60 ◦C water bath. The results
are compared in Table S1 ESI†. A test stand (Mark-10 ESM 301) displaces the cylindrical
specimens at an engineering strain rate of 10−3 1/s while acquiring loading data. Silicon
grease reduces friction at the loading platens.
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Figure 6.2 Droplet evaporation. a) A photograph of the experimental setup for scale (left) and a
schematic (right) showing the 2.5 cm cubic elastomer with embedded droplet. The heating element
increases evaporative flux. b) Modeling of breathing mode deformation dynamics using
quasi-steady state diffusive transport (red line, Eqn. 6.4. The scale bar in the inset images is 1 mm.
6.3.3 Finite element simulation
The finite element software, ABAQUS, was used to model creasing of a cylindrical cavity of
radius A in a cylindrical solid of radius B= 10A under plane-strain conditions. Creases were
initiated by the addition of a small defect on one of the periodic boundaries50,102,107 with
the number of creases present, N, being set by modeling a radial section of the cylinder with
periodic boundaries on the section edges. The depth of the defect is 1/100th the cavity radius
(See ESI†). The angle of inclusion within the section is given by 180◦/N. The mesh is refined
around the defect so that element size is approximately 1/100th the size of defect. (See
ESI†for further detail.) The outer cylinder surface is traction free and a negative pressure
load is applied to the inner surface. The material is incompressible and follows either the
built-in neo-Hookean, hyperelastic material model or Jin and Suo’s user-defined subroutine
(UMAT) implementation of the Gent model.50
6.4 Results and Discussion
As the droplet within the PDMS evaporates, the spherical cavity within the polymer con-
tracts, eventually forming creases at the surface if deformation surpasses critical strain cri-
teria. The cohesive strength and surface energy of water enable the cavity’s quasi-static
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collapse. In most cases, after creasing occurs the water droplet cavitates, allowing the elas-
tomer to relax to an unloaded state. We document the breathing and creasing behavior
optically and describe them using mass transport,123 continuum mechanics,49,50 and en-
ergetic models.102,103 In particular, we draw upon recent theory predicting the effect of
strain-stiffening on creasing.50
6.4.1 Evaporation During Breathing Mode
During breathing mode deformation, the cavity volume decreases while maintaining the
cavity’s spherical shape [inset, Figure 6.2b]. Following Rice and Do’s123 solution for the
diffusive loss of mass from a sphere in an infinite, stagnant medium, changes in the water
droplet are predicted using a mass balance at the droplet surface. For water having density
ρW comprising a droplet of radius a, a mass balance yields
ρW
(
4
3
pi
)
da
dt
=−4pia2(t)N|r=a, (6.1)
where the diffusive flux at the droplet surface, N|r=a, is given by Fick’s Law,
N|r=a =− DWP1−C∗/ρ
∂C
∂ r
. (6.2)
Here DWP is the diffusivity of water through the polymer and C is the mass concentration of
water such that C∗/ρ is the mass fraction of water at the fluid-solid interface. An approximate
solution to this expression arises from the assumption of quasi-steady state in the water
concentration profile as determined by
DWP∇C
r symm.
=
DWP
r2
∂
∂ r
(
r2
∂C
∂ r
)
=
∂C
∂ t
≈ 0. (6.3)
The solution to this differential equation is
( a
A
)2
=
(
V
V0
)2/3
= 1− 2SDWP
A2
t (6.4)
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Figure 6.3 Cavity morphology evolution for varying elastomer composition. Top row: Stiffest, earliest
strain-stiffening onset (10:1 mixing ratio), Bottom row: Softest, approximately neo-Hookean behavior
(25:1). Images along each row correspond to normalized cavity volume losses (1−V/V0) ranging
from 0.64 to 0.91. The axes of abscissas relates to time as determined in section 6.4.1.
where the solubility factor, S, which accounts for initial and boundary conditions, is given by
S = (C∗−C0)/[ρW (1−C∗/ρ)].123 Initially, water concentration within the polymer is taken
to be a uniform value, C0, and the droplet has an initial radius, A. Boundary conditions
are: 1) fixed concentration C∗ at the droplet surface, as determined by solubility of water in
Sylgard 184 (C∗/ρ = 7.5×10−4 from Randall and Doyle 124) and 2) fixed concentration far
from the droplet surface,C0, for which we use literature values of water solubility in Sylgard
184 (C0/ρ = 2.6×10−5 from Harley et al. 125 , relative humidity: 40%, Henry’s law constant:
0.082 cm3 STP/g at 60◦C). Given the low solubility of water in Sylgard, the density ρ, is
approximated as that of Sylgard 965 kg/m3 as per manufacturer data.
The droplet dynamics modeled by Eqn. 6.4 accurately describe the breathing mode de-
formation observed experimentally. Radii extracted from time-lapse images of the droplet
are fit using a solubility value of S = 7.1×10−4 (as described above) keeping A and DWP as
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fitting parameters. Figure 6.2b shows a representative fit converted to normalized droplet
volume versus time, V/V0 = (a/A)3. Fitted values for A differ less than 0.15±0.3% from
initial radius values taken from final, unloaded cavities, illustrating consistency between
the fit and experiments. Diffusivity did not show a trend as a function of mixing ratio;
the mean diffusivity across all samples was 4.9×10−9± 1.3× 10−9m2/s, within the range
of previously measured values.124,126 Given the close description of the change in droplet
size via Eqn. 6.4 we use an extrapolation of this fit in order to calculate the magnitude of
applied deformation, i.e., decrease in cavity volume, to creased cavities that can no longer
be assumed to be spherical.
6.4.2 Crease Onset
After a period of breathing mode deformation, creases begin to form at the cavity-liquid
interface.3 Figure 6.3 illustrates the evolution of this crease-governed deformation over
time due to water evaporation. Cavity volume lost, V0−V , taken to be proportional to the
droplet mass under the assumption of incompressibility, is determined through extrapolation
of the fit described in the previous section. Figure 6.3 compares morphology across mixing
ratios, but at identical normalized cavity volume changes, (V0−V )/V0 = 1−V/V0. In the
higher mixing ratio samples (17.5:1, 25:1), the morphology of crease onset is generally
characterized by many short creases. In contrast, for the lower mixing ratio samples (10:1,
12:1), one or two longer creases are present near onset. After significant water loss (1−
V/V0 > 0.8), the cavities become highly deformed and the number of creases becomes similar
across all mixing ratios. Both crease onset and evolution compare favorably with modified
plane-strain theories for crease formation and behavior as we will discuss.
For an incompressible neo-Hookean material, creasing has been predicted101 and ob-
served110,127 to occur under a uniaxial plane strain of ε = 0.354, independent of modulus.
Following the parallel made by Cai et al. between uniaxial plane strain and deformation at
the surface of a spherical cavity,49 we relate the uniaxial strain, ε to the cavity stretch ratio,
3Water within a few samples cavitated prior to crease onset, see ESI.†
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a/A, as
a
A
= (1− ε)2/3 (6.5)
(SI 6.7.1). The predicted cavity stretch ratio for crease onset, a/A|c = 0.75, resulting from
this relation fails to capture the composition dependence of crease onset shown in Figure 6.4
(dashed line).
Mixing ratio is often oversimplified to a change in linear shear modulus, µ, for Sylgard
184 under the assumption of neo-Hookean behavior at all compositions.128,129 However,
changes in modulus for a neo-Hookean solid would have no effect on crease onset or mor-
phology,101 failing to describe the composition dependence we observe in Fig. 6.3. We show
that this composition dependence is primarily due to strain-stiffening, in validation of Jin
and Suo’s predictions.50 These results illustrate the importance of accounting for material
constitutive behavior in creasing systems.
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Figure 6.4 Verification of delayed crease onset due to early onset of strain-stiffening as quantified
by Jlim. The y-axis is the normalized cavity radius, a/A, at crease onset, which is equivalent to the
critical biaxial stretch ratio at the cavity surface, λc. Red, blue, and black symbols correspond to
mixing ratios of 10:1, 12:1, and combined 17.5:1 and 25:1 data, respectively. Error bars are the
standard deviation from five or more samples. The black curve corresponds to Gent model creasing
onset predicted by Jin and Suo 50 , modified for a spherical geometry using Eqn. 6.5. The dashed
curve represents crease onset for neo-Hookean behavior. For measured values of Jlim >∼ 40 strain
stiffening occurs at such a high stretch that the behavior is indistinguishable from neo-Hookean
behavior, as depicted in the gradient region. Inset: Results re-plotted as critical biaxial strain, εc,
versus Jlim.
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Figure 6.5 Strain-stiffening material behavior of hydrated Sylgard 184 at 60 ◦C. a) Selected uniaxial
compression curves for 10:1 (red diamonds), 12:1 (blue circles), 17.5:1 (green squares), and 25:1
(orange ×’s) mixing ratios. Gent model (Eqn. 6.7) fits are given with solid lines. Black, dashed
curves denote Neo-Hookean fits to the initial loading data (0.9≤ λu ≤ 1). b) Gent model fit
parameters, Jlim and µ determined from a). Jlim and experimentally determined crease onset values
comprise the experimental data in Fig. 6.4.
Strain-Stiffening Material Behavior
Validating Jin and Suo’s50 predictions requires evaluation of each composition as a strain-
stiffening, Gent hyperelastic solid.121 The strain energy function for the Gent model is given
by
W =
µJlim
2
ln(1− J/Jlim), (6.6)
where µ is the small strain shear modulus, J = I− 3 (I is the first strain invariant of the
Cauchy-Green strain tensor), and Jlim determines the stretch value at which the strain energy
asymptotes to infinity. We experimentally determine Jlim from uniaxial compression tests as
shown in Figure 6.5a. True stress (assuming incompressibility) under uniaxial load, σ , and
stretch, λu = l/L (Fig. 6.5a), data are fit to the Gent hyperelastic model under uniaxial
loading:
σ =
(
λ 2u −
1
λu
)
µJlim
Jlim−λ 2u − 2λu +3
. (6.7)
Four representative compression curves and their corresponding fits are shown in Fig. 6.5a.
For the lowest mixing ratios (10:1 and 12:1), Fig. 6.5 illustrates the improved fit of the
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Gent model (solid lines) in comparison to a Neo-Hookean model fit using the low stretch
response (thin dashed lines). For the largest mixing ratios used (17.5:1 and 25:1), behav-
ior is indistinguishable from neo-Hookean within the limitations of this testing geometry.
Resulting fit parameters µ and Jlim, plotted in Fig. 6.5b, quantify the increase in Jlim with
increasing mixing ratio. Characterization under two environmental conditions, hydrated
at 60 ◦C and room temperature (Table S1 ESI†), revealed a weak dependence of Jlim and a
moderate dependence of µ on environment. We conclude from these findings that gradients
in either temperature or water concentration within the polymer have negligible effect on
Jlim and therefore no effect on the interpretation to follow.
Effect of Strain-Stiffening on Crease Onset
Jin and Suo 50 predict that decreased Jlim delays the onset of creasing for a plane strain
geometry. Numerical interpolation of these predictions yields a relation between Jlim and
the critical strain, εc. (ESI†. Equation S1 is used for interpolation.) The latter is converted
to a critical radius a/A|c using Eqn. (6.5). The resulting prediction of a/A|c as a function
of Jlim (solid black line, Figure 6.4) describes the experimentally-measured dependence of
crease onset on experimentally-determined Jlim well, with no fitting parameters. Notably,
the measured Jlim of the 10:1 ratio falls near the asymptotic region (Jlim = 3.1) and the
scatter in the crease onset measurements reflect this behavior.
6.4.3 Crease Morphology and Evolution
We find that differences in crease morphology are primarily due to the strain-stiffening
material response. As summarized at the beginning of section 6.4.2 and illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.3, the number of creases near onset increases with increased mixing ratio. We observe
that lower modulus, neo-Hookean samples (17.5:1 and 25:1) initially produce short creases
distributed across the cavity surface (Fig. 6.3, top two rows). Conversely, high modulus,
strain-stiffening samples (12:1 and 10:1) crease in one to three locations (Fig. 6.3, bottom
two rows). All compositions tend toward similar creased shape at greater losses of cavity
volume, 1−V/V0. However, the mechanism by which these final shapes form differs with
composition as well. The short initial creases join together as they increase in density (with
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Figure 6.6 Quantified crease morphology evolution. Quantities are plotted as a function of
normalized cavity volume loss (1−V/V0) and overstrain as calculated using the average of the
experimentally observed point of crease onset. Each curve corresponds to an averaging across five
or more cavity deformations. Total crease length, a) and d), is the sum of all measured crease
lengths. Average crease length, b) and e) is determined on a per cavity basis before averaging
across droplets. Number of Creases, c) and f), is a simple counting of the number of crease lengths
measured. Crease measurements are extrapolated to the entire cavity surface based on
measurements of half of the surface. Data is given for the following mixing ratios: 10:1 (red
diamonds), 12:1 (blue circles), 17.5:1 (green squares), and 25:1 (orange ×’s). The right column, d) -
f), includes crease data for a surfactant droplet within a 25:1 mixing ratio elastomer and illustrates
the minimal influence of decreased surface energy at low overstrain.
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Figure 6.7 Simulated results for crease number trends for a cylindrical tube. a) f (S−Sc) from
Eqns. (6.8) and (6.9) as a function of normalized cylindrical overstrain, Sc/S0−S/S0 where S0 = piA2,
for neo-Hookean (solid lines) and Gent (Jlim = 5, dotted lines) material behaviors. The inset
illustrates that near crease onset, Sc−S= 0, a free energetic preference for the largest number of
creases simulated (10) exists for a neo-Hookean response. This is in opposition to a preference for
the fewest number of creases simulated (2) for the Jlim = 5 response. At high overstrain, both
behaviors prefer the fewest number of creases. b) The progression of free energetically-preferred
crease number among those simulated for neo-Hookean (black squares), Jlim = 10 (blue circles),
and Jlim = 5 (red triangles). These trends for the cylindrical geometry match those observed in
spherical cavities (Figs. 6.3 and 6.6).
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only small increases in length), eventually giving rise to a few creases that nearly span the
cavity’s surface. The fewer, longer creases channel across the cavity’s surface (Fig. 6.3,
bottom two rows). (Time-lapse videos illustrating these dynamics for each composition are
available in the SI†.) The plots in Figure 6.6 quantify this morphology variation with sample
composition. Data is obtained via human-eye, automated in Matlab; each crease is digitally
traced on one half of the cavity (SI†). We note that this quantification technique fails to
account exactly for increases in length due to surface curvature and encounters difficulty in
resolving the smallest creases near crease onset. The former issue will not change our re-
sults as the error in using the 2-D projection is expected to be on the order of 2/pi−1≈ 40%,
whereas the scatter in our length data is on the order of 100%. The latter issue only applies
to the first 1−V/V0 value. This data is essential to performing a comparison with simulated
crease morphologies.
A trend toward decreasing number of creases (decreased density) accompanying an in-
crease in applied strain has been both predicted49 and observed49,102 for cylindrical and
planar geometries in neo-Hookean materials. A similar trend is followed in the spheri-
cal geometry characterized here for the low modulus, neo-Hookean materials as shown in
Fig. 6.6c. In contrast, strain-stiffening elastomers initiate few creases at low applied defor-
mation and those creases channel across the surface with increasing deformation. Visually,
the strain-stiffening creases appear deeper than those in the neo-Hookean materials. This
supposition is supported by the observation that the total length of all creases combined
is lower in strain-stiffening solids versus neo-Hookean solids under the same deformation,
1−V/V0 (Fig. 6.6a). The strain must be accommodated through increased crease depth.
To compare ‘near-onset’ effects we use an overstrain term, Vc/V0−V/V0, similar to that in
Chen et al. 103 (Fig. 6.6e-f). Doing so, we observe that creases in 25:1 samples initiate ap-
proximately ten times more frequently with around one tenth the length of creases in 10:1
samples (Fig. 6.6e-f). The mechanism leading to these crease morphology changes with
increasing strain-stiffening will be explained through a combination of existing models of
crease evolution.
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Figure 6.8 Cavities in neo-Hookean (top row), Jlim = 10 (middle row), and Jlim = 5 (bottom row)
materials undergoing increasing deformation. Strain energy density contours are plotted for
energetically-preferred crease number at each overstrain value.
Crease Spacing in Gent and Neo-Hookean Materials
Finite element analysis has been used previously to predict crease onset and model crease
morphology in planar101,102 and radially symmetric geometries.49,107 Here, we show quali-
tative similarity between the energetically preferred number of creases in a simulated cylin-
drical cavity and our experimental observations as a function of material behavior. These
calculations provide evidence that the observed morphological variation is primarily due to
the material’s strain-stiffening response.
We performed finite element simulations of cylindrical cavities in ABAQUS using neo-
Hookean and Gent50 constitutive models in order to calculate strain energy. This cylindrical
cavity approximation provides a qualitative description of the observed phenomena while
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avoiding complexity associated with fully three-dimensional crease simulation108,130 or the
selection of experimentally inapplicable boundary conditions associated with a planar sim-
ulation (ratio of film width to height). The energetically preferred number of creases is de-
termined by finding the minimum strain energy among simulations containing periodically-
spaced numbers of creases ranging from 2 to 10. Creases are initiated at small geometric
defects. Following Cai et al.,49,102 the strain energy per unit thickness of the creased state
relative to a homogeneously deformed uncreased state undergoing the same outer surface
displacement (Eqn. (6.19)) takes the form
∆Π= µA2 f (S), (6.8)
where A in this case refers to the initial cylindrical cavity radius and S is the cylindrical cav-
ity’s area. f (S) is obtained from subtracting the analytically obtained strain energy of homo-
geneous deformation (SI 6.7.2) from the strain energy calculated in ABAQUS. Figure 6.7a
compares f (S) between a neo-Hookean and Gent material behavior (Jlim = 5) plotted as a
function of the cylindrical overstrain, i.e., the departure from the area at which crease on-
set occurs, Sc−S. Neo-Hookean results agree qualitatively with earlier simulations by Cai
et al. 49 (who used a different ratio of outer to inner boundary radii). Gent curves are cut-off
at high overstrains due to an exponential increase in the homogeneous strain energy as the
limiting stretch is approached; this leads to imaginary values of ∆Π at overstrains available
to the creased state, but unavailable to the homogeneous state. The inset in Figure 6.7a
illustrates an energetic preference for the maximum number of creases simulated in neo-
Hookean materials (purple inverted-triangle, solid line). In contrast, for a Gent material
having Jlim = 5, the preferred number of creases is two just after onset. Note that in order
to construct this comparison, the strain energy at crease onset is set to zero via
∆Πø = ∆Π−∆Π
( a
A
∣∣∣
c
)
. (6.9)
Crease onset in the cylindrical geometry is determined using previously calculated critical
strains for plane strain50,101 (Eqn. (6.12)), following Cai et al. 49 (SI 6.7.1). Without per-
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forming this zeroing operation, small numerical errors due to the presence of an initial de-
fect lead to crease-number-related error near crease onset. This numerical error originates
prior to creasing due to the presence of the defect and becomes similar in magnitude to free
energy differences due just after crease onset. This numerical variation would be eliminated
for an infinitesimally small initial defect. (SI†. Figure 6.15 demonstrates the trend toward
zero ∆Π at crease onset for decreasing defect size.) Figure 6.7b summarizes the preferred
number of creases among those values simulated (2, 3, 5, 7, 10) for a neo-Hookean solid
(black squares), Gent material with Jlim = 10 (blue circles), and Gent materials with Jlim = 5.
In agreement with experimental observation of spherical cavities, materials initiate creas-
ing with fewer number of creases the earlier onset of strain-stiffening occurs, i.e., lower
Jlim. This result is visualized in Figure 6.8. Given the lengthy deformation zone in which
the maximum number of creases simulated is energetically preferred for the neo-Hookean
solid, we believe an energetic minimum likely occurs at an even larger number of creases.
Limited Role of Surface Energy
Crease growth via channeling has been previously shown to arrest or propagate based on
elastocapillary control.103 Low elastocapillary numbers, γ/µL, and therefore creases that
more readily channel are achieved with either high moduli or low surface energies. Esti-
mation of the elastocapillary number for this system, where the relevant length scale L is
taken to be the initial cavity radius, A = 1.5 mm, yields a range from 4.1× 10−5 (10:1) to
3.7×10−4 (25:1). Within this regime, surface energy should play a negligible role and sur-
face energy should provide no barrier to channeling. However, we observe little channeling
in the softest compositions. Even an order of magnitude change in surface energy should
have no effect. To test the assumption that initial cavity radius, A, was the appropriate
length scale, we changed the surface energy while keeping composition constant, similar to
Chen et al. 103
Liquid drops embedded in 25:1 Sylgard were altered through the addition of the surfac-
tant 3-[hydro(polyethyleneoxy) propyl] heptamethyltrisiloxane (Gelest) above its critical
micelle concentration.131,4 Interestingly, as reported by Chen et al.,103 creases formed un-
4Concerns of surfactant migration into the uncured necessitated an increase in curing temperature and reduc-
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der the effect of surfactant channeled further than those in non-surfactant cavities at low
overstrain (Figures 6.6e-f and Figure 6.9). The morphology of these 25:1/surfactant sys-
tems more closely resembles that in the 10:1 and 12:1 mixing ratios immediately after
crease onset. To understand this effect, we estimate the elastocapillary length scales for
25:1/water, 25:1/surfactant, and 10:1/water as 550 nm, 6.5 nm, and 61 nm, respectively
(µ10:1 = 0.65±0.04 MPa, µ25:1 = 0.073±0.004 MPa, γH2O = 40 mN/m, γsurf = 0.5 mN/m103).
It appears that this length scale in the surfactant cavity approaches that of the 10:1/water
system, mirroring the approach of surfactant cavity morphology to that of the 10:1 cavity.5
This result indicates that crease size, as opposed to system geometry, may be the governing
length scale for calculation of the elastocapillary number in the initial stages of creasing.
Using previously determined experimental values for the crease depth (d ∼ 20 µm from Cai
et al. 102) as as estimate for the length scale, L, the elastocapillary numbers for 25:1/wa-
ter, 25:1/surfactant, and 10:1/water systems are 0.07, 9×10−4, and 5×10−3, respectively.
The elastocapillary number for the 25:1/water system is within the range reported by Chen
et al. 103 as having elastocapillary governed channeling. Therefore, while surface energy
does not predominately account for the morphology differences observed here, it is inter-
esting to note its role in a system for which it would typically be considered negligible.
6.4.4 Cavitation and Surface ‘Bubble’ Formation
All cavities expand to an unloaded state upon cavitation of the embedded liquid. Upon
cavitation, the sudden release of load at the cavity surface is accompanied by rapid oscil-
latory deformation (see video in SI†) until the final unloaded state is reached. We observe
a higher proportion of cavities achieving large, creased deformation in the lower modulus
formulations as opposed to the highest modulus formulation (Table 6.2†). The reason for
early onset of cavitation in the stiffest mixing ratio (10:1) is likely that for the same loss of
droplet volume, a stiffer material will produce a higher hydrostatic tension in the droplet.
This higher tension leads to a higher probability of cavitation.132 A few, statistically in-
tion in curing time, 150◦C and 10 min. As a control, pure water cavities in rapidly cured 25:1 polymer behaved
identically to those created using the slower curing conditions reported above.
5Large deformations in surfactant cavities were not observed, likely due to early cavitation facilitated by the
presence of surfactant.
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Figure 6.9 Surface Energy Effects. The reduction of surface energy due to the addition of surfactant
(middle row) within droplets embedded in low modulus materials (middle and bottom rows) enabled
more channeling, similar to the highest modulus, strain-stiffening materials (top row). Columns
compare cavity deformation at identical values of overstrain.
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significant, cavities within the softest formulation (25:1) cavitated early. The reason for this
remains unclear, though it may be due to the increased number of creases or silicone ‘mi-
crobubbles’ (see next paragraph) in those cavities that lead to more sites for heterogeneous
nucleation. The cavitation behavior of this system is left for future study.
Another phenomena observed during cavity contraction is the formation of ‘microbub-
bles’ at the PDMS-water interface (Fig. 6.13†). These structures grow in size as deformation
increases, eventually appearing to coalesce, and are more prominent in the stiffer elastomer
formulations. Such microbubbles would lead to cavitation if they were water vapor or would
require any gas within them to be under tension if they were air. We therefore suggest that
they might be formed from squeezing small volumes of un-crosslinked silicone133 out of
the bulk of the PDMS. Similarly, silicone nanobubbles have been observed to coalesce in
PDMS-water mixtures.134 Given our primarily continuum mechanics, negligible surface en-
ergy description of the observed creasing phenomena, these fluid bubbles are expected to
have minimal effect on the results reported herein.
6.5 Conclusions
We observe the contraction, creasing, and cavitation of a liquid-filled spherical cavity within
an elastomer. Deformation is driven by evaporation. For elastomer compositions that ex-
hibit strain-stiffening as modeled by the Gent relation, the onset of creasing follows recent
theoretical predictions, namely that strain-stiffening at lower stretch values increases the
compressive strain required to initiate creasing. After crease onset, increasing deformation
is quantified by extrapolating the results of a diffusive mass transport model for the liquid
within the cavity. This assumption establishes a basis of cavity volume with which to com-
pare crease morphologies between compositions. We then qualitatively describe differences
in the time-evolution of crease morphology by drawing a parallel with plane strain creasing
of a simulated cylindrical cavity. In both simulation and experiment:
• The deformation at which crease onset occurs depends on strain-stiffening.
• Neo-Hookean solids have an energetic preference for many creases near crease onset.
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• The number of creases near onset decreases with decreasing Jlim. (In the Gent model,
Jlim characterizes strain at onset of stiffening.)
• All material behaviors tend toward similar crease numbers at large overstrain.
These results experimentally validate the important role that strain-stiffening plays in deter-
mining crease morphology in this contracting cavity system. It follows that strain-stiffening
may be a critical consideration in predicting biologically relevant crease morphologies in
other geometries.107,108,112
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6.7 Supplementary Information
6.7.1 Crease Onset
The critical condition for the onset of creasing in a planar sample under plane strain condi-
tions is calculated by Hong et al. 101 who wrote it more generally as
λ3
λ1
= (1− εc)−2 , (6.10)
where εc refers to the critical strain value, λ1 is the stretch parallel to the applied deforma-
tion and λ3 is the stretch perpendicular to the applied deformation. In a spherical geometry
the principal circumferential stretches are given by λ1 = λ2 = r/R. r and R are the deformed
and undeformed coordinates within the material. For an incompressible solid, λ1λ2λ3 = 1,
then λ3 = (R/r)2. At the surface of the cavity, r = a and R= A. Applying these definitions of
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stretch to (6.10), a/A at crease onset is given by
a
A
∣∣∣
c
= (1− εc)2/3 . (6.11)
Similarly, in a cylindrical geometry under plane strain conditions, the principal stretches
are λ1 = r/R, the circumferential stretch, λ2 = 1, the longitudinal stretch, and λ3 = R/r, the
radial stretch. Following the same procedure as above, a/A at crease onset in the cylindrical
geometry is
a
A
∣∣∣
c
= (1− εc) . (6.12)
6.7.2 Homogeneous Cylinder Deformation
The strain energy per unit thickness associated with the homogeneous contraction of a cylin-
drical cavity of initial inner radius, A, within a cylinder having outer radius, B is determined
by integrating the strain energy density, W , over the entire solid region.
Π=
∫ 2pi
0
∫ b
a
W (r)rdrdθ , (6.13)
where a is the deformed cavity radius, b is the deformed outer radius, and r and θ define the
deformed coordinate system within the solid. Under the assumptions of incompressibility
and plane strain (λz = 1), the area within any annulus of undeformed material R2−A2 must
equal the area within that deformed annulus, r2−a2.
r2−a2 = R2−A2 (6.14)
When the radii of the initial and deformed void are known, the field of deformation is
determined by this equality. The circumferential stretch, λθ is
λθ = r/R= λ . (6.15)
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Here we introduce a dimensionless stretch parameter, λ . Incompressibility relates λrλθλz =
λrλθ = 1 such that
λr = R/r = 1/λ . (6.16)
For the strain energy density as a function of J, J can then be written
J = λ 2+λ−2−2 (6.17)
Using Eqn. (6.14), r can be re-written as a function of λ ,
r = (a2−A2)1/2(1−λ−2)−1/2. (6.18)
Re-expressing the strain energy integral in Eqn. (6.13) in terms of λ , substituting Eqn. (6.17)
for J, and integrating over θ yields.
Π= 2pi(A2−a2)
∫ b/B
a/A
λW (λ )
(1−λ 2)2 dλ . (6.19)
Eqn. (6.19) is solved analytically for a neo-Hookean strain energy function and numerically
for the Gent strain energy function (Eqn. (6.6)).
6.7.3 Characterization of Sylgard 184 at Room Temperature and
Hydrated at 60 ◦C
Constitutive model parameters for Sylgard 184 under heated (60 ◦C), hydrated conditions
are compared to those at room temperature in Table 6.1. For all mixing ratios the shear
modulus is higher in the heated and hydrated sample. Of the Jlim values determined, only
the 10:1 mixing ratio showed a statistically significant variation with environment (single
factor, ANOVA, Fratio > 1). However, the variation was small, only decreasing by 11%.
6.7.4 Quantification of Crease Morphology
Crease data is gathered from a time series of optical images. Creases in cavity surfaces were
digitally traced by hand via a series of line segments using a routine written in Matlab.
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Table 6.1 Shear moduli (µ) and strain hardening (Jlim) fit parameters from Eqn. 7 are reported for
Sylgard 184 hydrated at 60 ◦C (H) and at room temperature (RT). The Fratio from single factor
ANOVA is given for the 10:1 and 12:1 mixing ratios.
Mixing Ratio µH [MPa] µRT [MPa] JlimH JlimRT Fratio,Jlim
10:1 0.55 ± 0.036 0.44 ± 0.042 6.2 ± 0.32 7.0 ± 0.62 1.25
12:1 0.39 ± 0.035 0.31 ± 0.022 18.1 ± 6.6 17.8 ± 6.7 0.001
17.5:1 0.20 ± 0.009 0.11 ± 0.019 NH NH N/A
25:1 0.073 ± 0.004 0.028 ± 0.004 NH NH N/A
Examples of digitized creases are shown for 10:1 and 25:1 mixing ratios in Figure 6.10.
Continuous segments were counted as a single crease having a total length equal to the sum
of the segment lengths. For cavities having large numbers of creases (e.g., 25:1 in Fig. 6.10),
only half of the visible surface is characterized and the total cavity statistics is determined
by extrapolating to the remaining surface area (multiplying by 4). For all other cavities,
the creases characterized on the one visible half are doubled to obtain the full cavity ‘total
crease length’ and ‘number of creases’ plotted in Figure 6.
6.7.5 Cavitation Event Frequency
While rarely a cavity will deform to the point of becoming optically invisible (i.e., com-
pletely closed), not all cavities deform by large amounts. Occasionally, the liquid droplet
cavitates before onset of creasing or shortly thereafter. Table 6.2 quantifies the frequency
of early cavitation among the compositions tested. Droplets in the 10:1 mixing ratio have
a relatively higher probability of cavitation shortly after creasing, which may be due to the
higher pressure attained as compared to the droplets in the other mixing ratios.132
∗One droplet completely closed.
6.7.6 Crease Onset Interpolation
The critical strain for creasing can only be obtained via simulation using very small defect
size as performed previously by Jin and Suo.50 Using the results from their work relating
crease onset, εc, to Jlim (Fig. 6.11, black squares), we interpolated to determine crease onset
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c) d)
Figure 6.10 Example crease images for 10:1 (a) and 25:1 (c) mixing ratios. Digitized creases are
highlighted with magenta lines for the entire single crease (b) and, in the case of high crease
number density, the upper half of the visible surface (d).
strains for experimentally measured Jlim values. These simulation data are fit via:
Jlim = Aexp
(
Bx4
)
+
C
(x−0.35)2 +3.1 (6.20)
The form of equation 6.20 was selected due to its ability to capture the limiting behaviors
previously observed. That is, it predicts a neo-Hookean crease onset value as Jlim→ ∞ and
predicts crease suppression as Jlim→ 3.1. The fit parameters, determined via least squares,
are: A= 415.5, B=−246.3, C = 3.469×10−4.
6.7.7 Strain Hardening
A given strain hardening parameter, Jlim, corresponds to a specific limiting deformation
state, depending on the type of loading. The stretch at which strain hardening occurs under
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Table 6.2 Number of droplets cavitating before creasing, shortly after creasing, or well after creasing
for each observed mixing ratio. Droplets can take up to 48 hours to cavitate after creasing.
Cavitation Cavitation Cavitation
Mixing Ratio Before ≤ 4 hrs > 4 hours
Creasing Post Crease Post Crease
10:1 3 4 2
12:1 1 0 5
17.5:1 0 0 8
25:1 1 2 4∗
0.35 0.4 0.45
0
5
10
15
20
25
data
fitted curve
Figure 6.11 Data (black squares) of predicted crease onset from Jin and Suo 50 fit to Equation 6.21.
equi-biaxial deformation is shown in Figure 6.12 and given by the expression:
Jlim = 2λ 2lim+λ
−4
lim −3 (6.21)
6.7.8 ‘Microbubbles’ on Void Surface
Small ‘bubbles’ appear on the surface of the cavities shortly before creasing. Figure 6.13
provides typical close-up images of the ‘bubbles,’ thought to be un-crosslinked silicone poly-
mer extracted from the bulk polymer due to the high tensile loads in the water and large
compressive deformations at the cavity surface.
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Figure 6.12 Corresponding limiting stretch value, λlim for a given Jlim.
6.7.9 Finite Element Simulation
A cavity of radius A within a cylinder of outer radius B = 10A is used to approximate the
deformation observed in liquid-filled cavities. The ratio B/A = 10 was selected because
it approximates the experimental geometry. Figure 6.14 illustrates the full geometry, de-
fect geometry, and typical mesh refinement used throughout the reported simulations. Ele-
ment sizes varied from approximately 10−4A near the defect to 0.5A at the outer, traction-
free boundary. A mesh convergence study on a neo-Hookean material having two creases
(Fig. 6.15a) demonstrates that near crease onset, error in the strain energy, ∆Π/(µA2) is an-
ticipated to be on the order of 1×10−5. A stronger dependence on strain energy near crease
onset is found for defect size (Fig. 6.15b). For ease of convergence, particularly in the case
of the Gent material response, we use a defect size of A/100 throughout. We zero the strain
energy by subtracting the small energy value at crease onset as described in section 3.3.1 in
order to extract the energetic minimum as a function of crease number.
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50 µm
10 µm
a)
b)
Figure 6.13 Optical micrographs of the ‘microbubbles’ at the surface of a cavity within a 10:1
sample. a) The bubbles appear on about 5% of the surface and the magnified region b) A close up
of the micron-sized bubbles.
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a)
b)
Figure 6.14 Typical meshing used in FE simulation. a) The meshed cylindrical annulus showing
refinement near the cavity surface. b) A close-up of the A/100-sized defect, typical for all crease
numbers simulated.
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Figure 6.15 Results from convergence studies of mesh refinement (a) and defect size (b) for a two
crease geometry having a neo-Hookean material model. Crease onset in both figures is denoted
with a vertical dotted line. a) Calculations were performed with 11k (solid), 30k (dashed), and 39k
(dash-dot) elements corresponding to approximate element sizes of A×10−4, 8A×10−5, and
7A×10−5, respectively around the defect. An A/100 size defect was used. b) Calculations using
decreasing defect size show a strong dependence of strain energy near crease onset (as
determined by previous simulation50,101). Smaller defects approach a strain energy of zero at
crease onset.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Outlooks
This dissertation focused on the use of spherical deformations to study the characteristics
of soft-solids that govern the onset of localized deformations in both high-rate expansions,
leading to fracture, and in quasi-static contractions, leading to creases. By utilizing bubble-
like deformations within the bulk of soft-solid samples, several difficulties in handling these
low stiffness and fragile materials can be avoided. Conducting these experiments at high-
rate required development of a new testing apparatus, the Small-scale Ballistic Cavitation
device. This device addresses the ability to independently tune expansion rate, mass trans-
fer, energy delivered, and initial defect size during a high rate cavitation; a degree of control
that was lacking in other contemporary high rate cavitation techniques. Using this device
and related pressure-driven cavity expansion methods, I provided evidence for a fracture
theory explaining multiple crack onset. By simply counting the number of cracks around
an expanding cavity, I have shown that fracture energies may be estimated if the modulus
strain rate dependence of the material is known. The fracture response of low toughness
PDMS and gelatin formulations were well approximated by a linear constitutive response
and I reported fracture energies of these materials. I also provided a framework for the in-
terpretation of crack formation in tougher materials that may require a nonlinear and strain
stiffening constitutive response. Both theories incorporate the effects of acoustoelasticity as
a function of strain rate, but the nonlinear theory additionally accounts for acoustoelastic
changes as a function of strain. Ballistic impacts from several bullet types were analyzed
using the reported strain rate dependent fracture energy trends and predictions on finding
an appropriate radius of expansion to enable use of the multiple fracture phenomenon in
future material characterization were shown. I proposed a method, consistent with frac-
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ture mechanics physics, to analyze damage generation by accounting for the Total Crack
Area. Finally, I showed that localized deformations in spherical contractions can be used to
analyze nonlinear stiffening by observing crease onset and morphology.
This work found self-consistent results for predicted values of the fracture energy in
brittle soft-solids by observing the number of cracks forming around a high-rate expansion;
however, both the effect of the needle size and amount of retraction were found to be impor-
tant considerations in the exact magnitude of the fracture energies. While this is consistent
with other published studies, the magnitude of the change in approximate initial cavity size
needs to be further examined to understand the damage created by needle insertion. A
potential method to avoid this difficulty would be to insert the SBC needle into embedded
defects of predetermined sizes to perform the cavitation, due to the SBC device’s tunable
strain rate, different-sized defects may be expanded at similar rates. This would allow for
a systematic study of initial cavity radius on crack numbers. There are some limitations to
using the number of cracks as an observable for extracting fracture energy. The minimum
number of cracks observable is two and the maximum depends on the experimental ability
to observe crack tips around a needle. As the number of cracks measured increases, so to
does the precision of the resulting fracture energy. It is also possible that as toughness is re-
duced cracks form in directions other than in the direction of the needle, which could block
crack observation. Since crack counting The utility of crack counting is a simple method to
characterize fracture energy; however, it relies on previously reported high-rate constitutive
response information. Characterizing similar soft-solids will require continued adaptation of
traditional techniques to measure the constitutive response. Alternatively, this work demon-
strated the utility of spherical deformations and should therefore be explored further as a
means of constitutive characterization. This would likely require high-rate, full-field strain
measurements perhaps by using particle tracking velocimetry. The current high-rate imag-
ing techniques are unable to provide the resolution required for these measurements.
In applying the multiple fracture characterization technique to other materials, crack-
counting was only possible in-situ, due to the optically transparent nature of the materials.
However, CT imaging of fractured surfaces, as was shown in this work, could be a viable
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avenue for characterization of cracks around the cavities, if the rate of expansion could be
approximated. This would first require analysis of crack morphology throughout the entire
expansion process, as crack numbers may change if they coalesce or branch. Alternatively,
this could be avoided if the entire expansion is limited to small expansion ratios, just enough
to initiate cracks and then cease driving forces. Experimentation and crack morphology
analysis on stiffening, tough soft-solids will surely provide interesting results within the
context of the nonlinear theory presented here. As the toughness increases, the number of
cracks around an expanding cavity would decrease, which could be remedied by increasing
the needle. However, there is a balance that will be made with increasing the needle size as
doing so increases the chance of coring the sample and plugging the needle.
Analyzing ballistic impacts with an approach, the Total Crack Area method, consistent
with the physics of cavity formation and fracture mechanics should rectify present discrep-
ancies reported between different bullet types and damage. Damage should depend on the
bullet type but the material’s constitutive and fracture response should always be consis-
tent, as demonstrated by the needle-mediated cavitations. My ballistic analysis results show
consistency, but further work is needed with a systematic variation of projectile form factors
to concretize the method. The next step would be to broaden experiments to deforming
bullets. The radius of expansion for a given bullet for different bullet types needs investi-
gation. The fracture theory presented here is sensitive to that radius. The rate dependence
of the fracture response should also be investigated with very high kinetic energy magnum
rounds (typical of hunting rifles); however, as the size of the cavitation increases, larger
targets than the standard-sized ballistic gelatin are required to reduce boundary effects and
maintain consistent results with lower kinetic energy impacts.
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